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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
This thesis will provide in-depth research into the early history of The GaillardBennett House, one of Charleston’s most architecturally and historically significant
houses. Its focus is a comprehensive analysis of the decorative plaster cornices, which are
exceptional examples of Adamesque design in Federal America. This study may better
illustrate the influences of English taste at the turn of the eighteenth century and how this
influence was interpreted in a fashionable private house in the early United States. At the
present time the Gaillard-Bennett House is undergoing the most extensive renovation in
its 205 year history. The surviving original finishes must be documented before they are
further degraded or lost.
Research began in summer of 2005 in large part on scaffolding, making measured
drawings of the plaster cornice molding in the front hallway and four main rooms of the
Gaillard-Bennett House. In September the study of design precedents, construction
technology and original finishes of the plaster cornices in the parlor and parlor chamber
began.
Theodore Gaillard was a wealthy planter and factor who in 1802 had built for his
family a fashionable house in the newly developing area northwest of the city of
Charleston known as Harleston Green. His history may provide a clearer view of the lives
of the descendants of Huguenot immigrants who settled along the Santee River, north of
the City of Charleston, and maintained plantations for rice, indigo, and cotton.
The house itself is a Georgian double house, with a t-shaped plan offering a
sweeping view of the Ashley River. The interior spaces are highly decorative, with
1

plaster cornices of an exceptional design in the style of Robert Adam and his
contemporaries. In this time period in America, after the Revolution, the influence of
English designs arrived in treatises and builders’ handbooks and with men from wealthy
families who went to Europe on the grand tour, seeing the ruins of Rome and the
derivative designs of architects such as Robert Adam first hand. Elite, like Theodore
Gaillard, might have wanted the new fashion in their own American houses. Trained
craftsmen from European cities or larger northern cities in America would have been
available for employment by men such as Theodore Gaillard. Any of these could be the
case for the construction and design of the Gaillard-Bennett House.
Plasterers in America in the early nineteenth century were immigrant craftsmen
who for the most part were anonymous. The craftsmen connected with the GaillardBennett House certainly were artists in their own right and the designs are unique enough
to be associated with one particular individual.
The colors used on the cornice work can be assumed by comparison similar to
other examples associated with the works of Robert Adam. A Joseph Emerton in mid
eighteenth-century London instructed, “For painting Plaster Walls, size the walls twice
over with strong size, and when it is thorough dry paint it once or twice over with oil
color.”1 This technique would be expected at the Gaillard-Bennett house.
This introduction of the house and its design precedents will be followed by
Chapter Two where a review of related finishes analysis will be discussed for houses of
comparitable date and style. Houses used for this review were the Nathaniel-Russell
House, and the Simmons-Edwards House in Charleston and in Philadelphia the relocated
1

Bristow, Ian. “Ready-Mixed Paint in the Eighteenth Century.” Architectural Review, 161, 1977.
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Lansdowne Room, now at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, and The Solitude. The last
case study will be the small and larger banquet hall located at Mount Vernon.
The history of the Gaillard-Bennett house, its acquisition, construction and
description will be covered in Chapter Three. The details of its original owner, Theodore
Gaillard, his family, and Gaillard’s involvement in the design and construction of 60
Montagu will be explored as well as other possible candidates who may have been the
Gaillard-Bennett house architect.
Chapter Four will examine the plaster work from the view of the craftsman. The
cornices in the parlor and parlor chamber of the Gaillard-Bennett House will be described
and the process for their construction explained through the use of a review of the
available treatises, builders’ books and trade journals of the time period. Craftsmen who
were working in Charleston in the early 19th century will be discussed and possible
craftsmen who designed and executed the cornices at 60 Montagu identified. Finally the
possible sources for these designs and their finishes will be compared with published
examples.
In Chapter Five my methodology for paint analysis will be described and the
process explained in detail. Results from both visual analysis and more advanced forms
of examination and analysis will be reported. The last chapter will put my results in
perspective with comparable case studies.

3

CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
To conduct a proper analysis of the plaster cornices of the Gaillard-Bennett House
and to make informed conclusions after finishes analysis, a review of similar studies is
necessary. The following criteria were identified to guide the research: that a scientific
study had been conducted to analyze paint layers and that the study was a room in a
house of a similar time period and preferably of detailing influenced by the style of
Robert Adam. In Charleston, South Carolina the 1808 Nathaniel-Russell House at 51
Meeting Street and the 1800 Simmons-Edwards House at 14 Legare Streets were chosen.
In Philadelphia those studied were the relocated late 18th century Lansdowne Room from
London, England now reinstalled at the Philadelphia Museum of Art and The Solitude,
the villa, built by John Penn in 1784. Mount Vernon, the home of George Washington,
and its late 18th century small and large dining rooms were the final sites used for this
study.
Case Study 1: Nathaniel Russell House, Charleston, South Carolina

The Nathaniel-Russell House is an elegant example of neoclassical domestic
architecture in America. Built in 1808 by a wealthy merchant, the home is located at 51
Meeting Street. Due to its date and owner, it makes a good comparison for the GaillardBennett House. A historic finishes report was completed by Frank Welsh in 1988 at the

4

request of the owner, the Historic Charleston Foundation to provide a picture of the
home’s early nineteenth-century paint colors and decorative finishes.2
His method of analysis first employed mechanical ‘scrapes’ to identify the
sections having the most complete stratigraphy. Samples were then observed under a
stereo-zoom microscope with 10x to 105x power, with polarized light microscopy. The
color matching process was conducted under natural light and in this study given color
names standard to the Munsell color system.3
Colors were found to be appropriate for the period of the house: woodwork was
cream or white, doors were grained, and plaster surfaces were pale pink, yellow, green
and orange with some gold leaf details. It is interesting to note that a more recent study
has revealed a palette of polychromatic color schemes indicating possibly the
improvements in methods of sampling and investigation.
Case Study 2: The Simmons-Edwards House, Charleston, South Carolina

The Simmons-Edwards House is an imposing three story masonry town house,
built in 1800, just three years before the Gaillard-Bennett House and contains similar
plaster cornices. The interior paint analysis conducted at this house located at 14 Legare
Street, in September of 1999 by Susan Buck, investigated the first and third campaigns of
paint colors on the walls, ceilings and cornice and represented the third phase of a more

2

Frank Welsh, “The Nathaniel Russell House, 1808, Charleston, SC. Comparative Microscoscopical
Finishes Analysis of the interior and exterior to determine the nature and color of the early 19th century
period architectural surface coatings.”(Unpublished, June, 1988) 5
3
Ibid,3. This system of color identification has no connection with paint companies but rather exists for the
larger conservation community to provide a constant for identifying paint colors by name and takes into
account the chroma, value and hue of a color.
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comprehensive analysis of the complete property. Forty-one samples were taken after a
preliminary investigation through small scrapes and in-situ observation with a 30x
monocular microscope. The samples were removed with a microscapel and embedded in
polyester resin.4 After a cure time of 24 hours the samples were ground and dry polished
with a progression of 400, 600 grit wet-dry paper and 1500 and 12,000 grit micro-mesh
polishing cloths. Examinations with cross-section microscopy at 50x, 125x and 250x
magnifications were made under both visible and ultraviolet light.5 Part of each sample
was retained for examination under a binocular microscope for pigment identification and
later color matching. The paint samples were also analyzed for their binding media with
the following florescent stain tests:
Flourescein isothiocyanate(FITC) 0.2% in anhydrous acetone to identify
the presence of proteins. A positive reaction is yellow-green.
Triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) 4.0% in ethanol to identify the
presence of carbohydrates (starches, gums, sugars). Positive reaction is
dark red/brown.
2, 7, Dichlorofluorescein (DCF) 0.2% in ethanol to identify the presence
of saturated lipids (oils). Positive reaction is pink for saturated lipids;
yellow for unsaturated lipids.
Rhodamine B (RHOB) 0.06% in ethanol to identify the presence of oils.
Positive reaction is bright orange.6
Dr.Buck, when describing her methodology, acknowledges that cross-section
analysis, under only visible light, may not be able to reveal subtle differences in layers of
varnish. The use of ultraviolet light can provide more information due to the nature of

4

The product used in this case was made by Excel Technologies, Inc.
Susan L. Buck, “14 Legare Street, Charleston, SC. Phase III Interior Paint Analysis Main House and
Kitchen Building.”(Unpublished, September 10, 1999)107
6
Ibid, 107
5
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certain materials; organic and inorganic, which will fluoresce under this type of
examination.7
Analysis revealed a monochromatic first campaign and by the third, the addition
of gold leaf gilding and Prussian blue pigments as well as charcoal black.8It is interesting
that a first whitewash layer was found on the plaster substrate which would suggest its
use as a protective coating while the plaster cured.
Case Study 3: The Lansdowne Drawing Room

The analysis of the drawing room of the Lansdowne House was a cooperative
venture between the Philadelphia Museum of Art (PMA) and outside advisors Ian
Bristow and Morgan Phillips. The research and restoration took place over a period of
eight years. The room which was originally built in 1768, by Robert Adam was
purchased in 1930 and moved from London to the PMA. It was not installed until funds
became available in 1941. Early paint analysis was conducted with the scraping method
but a neutral tan color was chosen to paint the walls at that time.9 It is well documented
that in the late 18th century tints were used to offset the raised plaster details that were
white or gilded gold.10 The most recent conservation began after water damage in the
room. Samples were taken for cross-sectional analysis using a scalpel, then mounted in
resin, polished and observed under 100 to 200x magnification. Details studied were the

7

Ibid, 108
Ibid, 3
9
Philadelphia Museum of Art. “Drawing Room from the Lansdowne House.” Bulletin: 82, no. 35152(Summer 1986) 10
9
Ibid, 15
8
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pigments used, discoloration, dirt layers and the substrate.11 These cross-sections
revealed bright colors including blue, pink and green. At the urging of consultant Morgan
Philips, over three hundred samples were taken in the room to reveal the polychromatic
original paint scheme. Before repainting began, a series of exposures were made in oneinch squares to be used for bleaching tests and as matches against the new paint to be
applied. To determine colors, pigment dispersions were made and viewed under polarized
light and compared to known samples. To identify binders a combination of polarized
light microscopy and high-pressure liquid chromatography was used. To recreate the
gilding, scrapes were made and tests with solvents conducted which revealed that the
original gilding binder was not water but oil.
The following original Robert Adam pigments were identified after testing:12
Chalk (calcium carbonate) CaCo3
Lead white (basic lead carbonate) 2PbCo3·Pb (OH)2
Vermillion (mercuric sulfide) HgS
Iron-oxide red (ferric oxide) Fe2O3
Cochineal lake
Iron-oxide yellow (hydrated ferric oxide) Fe2O3·H2O
Naples yellow (lead antimoniate) Pb3 (SbO4)2
Copper-resinate green
Blue verditer (artificial basic copper carbonate) 2CuCO3.Cu (OH)2
Prussian blue (ferric ferrocyanide) Fe4 [Fe (CN)6]3
Organic brown earth (bituminous earth)
Carbon black, C
Case Study 4: The Solitude, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The Solitude was the home of John Penn, built on the banks of the Schuylkill in
1784 as a country villa with a water view. This house makes an interesting comparison to
11
12

Ibid, 32
Ibid, 34
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the Gaillard-Bennett House in that the Charleston building could also be considered a
country house, standing outside the built up city and with a view of the Ashley River.
Also similar are their owners who were wealthy gentlemen whose influences and
intentions for their homes could be parallel.
In 1995-1997 Catherine Myers was hired to conducted paint analysis of the
interior ceilings and cornices by The Friends of Solitude and the Zoological Society of
Philadelphia. Her report on condition and original finishes was prompted when ceiling
paint began to fail.13 Her methodology included taking ǩ to ¼ inch samples from the
ceiling, embedding them in resin, cutting with a micro saw, polishing and mounting the
cross-sections for examination. Samples were observed in visible and reflected light. To
discover binding media used in the paint samples, fluorescence microscopy was
conducted. This process illuminates the samples with ultra-violet light and allows a
clearer view of the paint stratigraphy and identification of organic binders and
pigments.14 Paint colors found during this instigation were then matched using the
Munsell Matte Color system. Although not as polychromatic as some Adamesque paint
schemes, the ceiling and cornice at Solitude were found to have a pale palette of cream,
off-white, pinkish-beige, pale apricot and light green without any trace of gold leaf. In
her recommendations she called for further testing with additional sampling, fluorescence
microscopy and staining when funds were available.15

13

Catherine S. Myers, “The Library Ceiling Solitude-on-Schuylkill: Historic Paint Finishes
Study.”(Unpublished 1995)
14
Ibid, 3
15
Ibid, 9
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Case Study 5: Mount Vernon, Virginia

Mount Vernon, the home of George Washington has been a case study for
preservation in general since its purchase in 1858 by the newly formed Mount Vernon
Ladies Association, lead by Ann Pamela Cunningham. From the beginning of their
management it was clear that all that was original was to be preserved, Cunningham
herself ended her tenure on the board by saying:
See to it that you keep it the Home of Washington! Let no irreverent hand
change it; no vandal hands desecrate it with the fingers of progress! Those
who go to the home in which he lived and died, wish to see in what he
lived and died! Let one spot in this grand country of ours be saved from
change.16
The home at first was merely a tended store house for the best items in the Mount
Vernon collection and not at all representative of the home during the time George and
Martha Washington lived there. Its paint finishes also were altered and redecorated over
15 times during the association ownership.17 In 1980 when plaster was falling and
required stabilization, paint researcher Matthew Mosca was hired to analyze every
surface for its painted finishes. Through microscopic paint analysis, some stratigraphies
were found to have over 25 layers of paint and a total of 2,500 samples were taken from
the interior surfaces.18 It was discovered that the home during the time of Washington
was painted in shades of bright verdigris greens and Prussian blues.19 In 2002 it was
decided that a more historically accurate green pigment could now be formulated and
applied in the small dining room, due to advances in the field of paint conservation.
16

Wendell Garrett, ed. George Washington’s Mount Vernon.( New York, The Monacelli Press, Inc., 1998)
P. Gardner Halkcolk, “Mount Vernon Restoration.” Architecture Week (March 2002) 12-27.
18
Garrett, 231
19
Ibid
17
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Susan Buck was again involved in this paint conservation project.20 Her process of
investigation was the same as she used at 14 Legare Street; cross-section preparation,
microscopic examination and fluorescent staining with less than 20 samples taken from
the ceiling and cornice.21 Susan Buck formulated the repainting, a two part paint system
of a base coat of green, covered in a semitransparent glaze.22
During the restoration of the Palladian window in the large dining room which
was leaking and whose side lights were inoperable, paint was stripped from the
surrounding plaster ornaments. During this process some of the areas adjacent to these
details revealed small samples of the original greens which had not been exposed to light
over the years and which were used to replicate the original.
Conclusion

It is important to note that the case studies used for this review were chosen
because of their similarity to the Gaillard-Bennett House in construction date, style of
interior finishes, and status of owner. These paint analysis reports used here were not
written for scholarly publication and thus contain a minimum of methodological
discussion and detail. Rather, these reports were written for non-profit groups and private
home owners who had commissioned them. Publication on the subject of paint analysis
dates to the early 19th century but it was not until the publication of Paint Materials, a
Short Encyclopedia written by Rutherford J. Gettens and George L. Stout in 1942, that
20

An unexpected discovery-- which pertains to the research for my thesis-- came when stripping paint from
the cornice: original lines which had been incised by the original plasterer were found. This system was
used to help him place the decorative details in the correct location on the cornice
21
Susan Buck, Small Dining Room Paint Analysis II: Mount Vernon, Virginia.(Unpublished 2001)
22
Halcock, 20
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this information became more widely available.23 Shortly after, in 1956 Joyce Plesters
wrote her seminal work, “Cross-sections and Chemical analysis of paint samples”,
published in Studies in Conservation.24 The exchange of experiences continued with
articles by Morgan Phillips in the APT Journal describing discoloration of paint colors
over time in 197125 and with Norman Weiss in 1975 describing methods of counting
paint layers.26 A 1991 article by Jia-sun Tsang and Ronald H. Cunningham published in
the Journal of the American Institute for Conservation, on the use of Fourier transform
infrared spectrometry (FTIR) was discussed and the increase in the amount of
information now possible from a sample was described.27 In the mid-nineties analytical
chemist Michele Derrick, working through the Getty Institute published articles
concerning her research of new methods of identification of paint components.28 The
methods of embedding sections for the best results as well as the use of fluorescent
staining, infrared microspectroscopy and pyrolysis gas chromatography in the
identification of paint materials were described. All of the published works describing
techniques for the investigation of paint samples make it clear that not just one technique
may be appropriate for a particular investigation, but rather a combination of techniques
to give the most accurate results.
23

Rutherford J. Gettens and George Stout. Paint materials, a Short Encyclopedia. New York: Dover
Publications, (1966).
24
Joyce Plesters. “Cross-sections and Chemical analysis of paint samples,” Studies in Conservation,Vol 2
(1956).
25
Morgan W. Phillips, “Discoloration of Old House Paints: Restoration of Paint Colors at the Harrison Gray
Otis House, Boston.” APT Bulletin III, no.4, (1971)
26
Morgan W. Phillips and Norman R, Weiss. “Some notes on Paint Research and Reproduction.” Bulletin
of the Association for Preservation Technology 7, no.4 (1975)
27
Jia-sun Tsang and Ronald H. Cunningham. “Some Improvements in the Study of Cross-sections.”
Journal of the American Institute for Conservation Vol 30, (1991)
28
Michele Derrick. “Embedding Paint Cross-section samples in polyester resins: Problems and Solutions.”
Journal of the American Institute for Conservation Vol 33, (1994).
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CHAPTER THREE: HISTORY
Description of exterior

Figure 1: 60 Montagu Street during its current restoration.

The house built by Theodore Gaillard, today number 60 Montagu Street, is an
imposing two-and-one-half story Georgian double house, over a so-called English raised
basement that served as a full ground floor. The body of the house was constructed of
wooden beaded weatherboard over a brick basement, the basement stuccoed to look like
channeled masonry. It has a T-shaped plan which allowed window openings on multiple
sides of the house and so that each room could take advantage of the views of the Ashley
River and capture the river breezes. Two stone staircases rise from the sidewalk to join on
a landing at the level of the first floor of a two story portico, topped with a pediment
13

decorated with dentil moldings. The pediment contains a multi-paned lunette window.
The portico is fronted by four fluted, baseless Doric columns with elaborate capitals. The
upper floor has four Corinthian columns with tower of the winds capitals. The balustrade
on both floors has renaissance-like bulbous balusters which may have been installed by a
subsequent owner.29 During the 1850s and ‘60s distinctive cast iron features were most
likely added. First floor porches located on the western and eastern sides of the home
were added to update the style of the house, but to also allow added circulation of visitors
through the first floor main rooms. The fence enclosure of stucco over brick with curves,
open brick work, balusters and massive gates with decorative cast iron panels are thought
to have also been added during the ownership of the Bennett family after 1851.30
Description of the interior

The interior has a wide central hall with the main stair at its rear. Four rectangular
shaped rooms are on the first and second floors, the front parlors and front bed chambers
being mirror images of each other. Each is elaborately decorated in plaster work in the
form of detailed mantel pieces, overmantles, cornices and rectangular ceiling medallions.
The front hall also has wooden wainscoting, and chair rail and fluted pilasters dividing
the front hall and rear stair hall. The plaster ornamentation seems almost to represent an
illustrated dictionary of designs made popular by the Adam brothers, including shells,
flowers, swags, scrolls, and acanthus leaves.

29

W. H. J. Thomas, “Notables Owned Dwelling.” (News and Courier, July 3, 1972) 1B. It is thought that
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30
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Description of property

As early as 1770, the neighborhood of the house was named Harleston-borough
after the three Harleston brothers who owned the tract of land and divided it into lots.31
Originally the land had been a part of a grant to John Coming and upon his death it
passed to his wife, at her death it passed to her nephews, the Harleston brothers.32 The
name of the street, Montagu was for the Royal Governor, Lord Charles Grenville
Montagu.33 The earliest Charleston City directory in 1790 did not list Montagu Street at
all. The Directory of 1794 recorded Montagu with two residents, 1796 and 1801 listed
four, and 1801 recorded eight. This was the year Theodore Gaillard was first listed at that
address.34 The only other house, comparable to the Gaillards, existing in the area was the
house of Mr. William Blacklock, built in 1800.35In 1819 the area was still sparsely
inhabited with many areas of marsh and running creeks.36(Figure 2)
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Figure 2: The location of 60 Montagu, circled in red, as shown on an
1849 map of the City of Charleston. Alice R. Huger Smith. The
Dwelling Houses of Charleston, South Carolina. (New York: Diadem
Books) 1917.

These numbers clearly illustrate the isolated and true feeling of being outside of
the city when living on Montagu Street at the turn of the nineteenth century. Building
here gave men like Theodore Gaillard the best of both worlds, the feel of the county with
the convenience of being close to the city. After the Revolution, the city of Charleston
16

recovered rapidly and experienced a building boom that continued until the War of 1812.
European goods were widely available and the Adam style popular in England was
adopted for the city’s most elegant structures. Rice and cotton were the foundation of the
city’s economic growth and Theodore Gaillard was one of the residents who benefited
from the trade in these goods. He owned Gaillard’s Wharf on East Bay Street and
Nelson’s Charleston Directory, and Strangers Guide for the year 1801, listed his
residence at 81 East Bay Street before his purchase of the lands on Montagu Street. 37
This new lot was on the westernmost piece of high ground at the end of Montagu
Street, surrounded by marsh and tidal creeks which afforded an unhindered view of the
Ashley River. On March 12, 1800, Theodore Gaillard purchase a lot from his father-inlaw, William Doughty, on Montague Street in the area now referred to as Harleston
Green. Gaillard subsequently purchased two more adjoining lots from his father-in-law
and began the construction of his house, service buildings and gardens. The deed
transactions describe it as being 105’9” fronting Montague with a depth of 191’6”.38 In
1802 the New Charleston Directory and Strangers Guide listed Theodore Gaillard’s
residence as being on Montagu Street.
Building ownership chronology/History of 60 Montague

The house at 60 Montagu has had many owners over its more than two
hundred year history. Even though this home is an exemplary example of the Adam
design and one of the most handsome of its period in Charleston, it has always been and
37
38
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Deed Book A7, August 13, 1800.431.
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still remains privately owned. After building and living in the home for thirteen years,
Theodore Gaillard sold it for $11,000 to General Jacob Read in 1815. It is also recorded
that the property was instead seized by the city sheriff as a result of the bankruptcy of
Theodore Gaillard. No certain answer is apparent but it may also be noted that Martha
Gaillard passed away in March of 1814 and is buried in Saint Stephens Church yard
which is located near the South Chachan Plantation where she and Theodore lived when
not at 60 Montagu.

39

After her death Theodore could have easily decided to sell the

downtown house and remain on his plantation with his children permanently.
In January of 1819 the house then passed by sale from the estate of Jacob Read to
James Schoolbread who lived at the home until his death when it was sold by his
daughter to Washington Jefferson Bennett in 1851. Washington Bennett was the son of
South Carolina Governor Thomas Bennett, Jr. and the home was made famous when their
house guest, Robert E. Lee made a speech from the second floor portico to those gathered
below on April 27, 1870.40 The house remained in the Bennett family until it was sold in
1948 to George C. Birland. In 1951 it was acquired by Mrs. Constance Orme Kredel who
sold it in 1964 to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Hendricks. The house then passed to The
Avram Kronsburgs, the Charles Atkins and in 2004 to Mr. and Mrs. Steven Stewart the
present owners.41
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History of Theodore Gaillard III

Theodore Gaillard III was both a plantation owner and a factor with wharfs on the
Cooper River. This combination put him in an advantageous position to buy and sell
goods for others in return for a fee. The Charleston Directory for 1801 lists both Gaillard
and Co. and Gaillard and Mazyck as in business on Gaillard wharf.42 His residence at this
time was at 81 East Bay, a location which gave him a front row seat to observe his
business operations. He and his wife, Martha, also lived in a home on the plantation of
his mother’s family, the Cordes’, known as South Chachan Plantation, located on the
eastern side of the west branch of the Cooper River in Saint John’s Parish.43
Theodore Gaillard was a fifth generation resident of the Carolinas whose mother
and father’s family were Huguenots who fled France after the repeal of the Edict of
Nantes in 1685 that took away their religious freedom. At the age of 62, his great, great,
great grandfather, Jochim Gaillard, left Languedoc and with his wife and three sons
landed in Charles Town in 1687.44 Jochim and his sons purchased land thirty-five miles
north of the city where they built homes and established rice plantations. Bartholomew
Gaillard, the great, great grandfather of Theodore Gaillard III was active in the newlyformed village of Jamestown and was also a captain in the colonial militia. At the time of
his death in 1719 he has amassed enough holdings to bequeath to each of his five children
a piece of land.45
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Bartholomew’s second oldest son, Theodore, proved to be the most successful,
adding to his land holdings and wealth through his cultivation of rice and indigo.
Bartholomew’s plantation was known as Wambaw and was located in the area of the
swamp by the same name, just south of the Santee River.46 The plantation which
Theodore created with his wife “Miss Serre” was in an area above Lenud’s Ferry47 also in
the Wambaw swamp and was known as Richmond Plantation.48 At the time of the
American Revolution Theodore was staunchly supportive of the British who paid him
well for his crops and had given his Huguenot ancestors religious freedom. This stance
put him into direct conflict with his brother Tacitus, and, his sons, John and Theodore,
Jr., who were delegates to the 1775 provincial Congress. These three remained faithful to
the British in loyalty to their father and brother until his death when they changed their
allegiance to the American colonist’s movement for freedom.49 After the revolution the
British no longer paid high rewards for Carolina crops, especially indigo, and there were
many years of damaging floods.50 However the finances of Theodore Gaillard appear to
have been little affected.
Theodore Gaillard Jr. married Ellinor Cordes on July 7, 1764. She also was the
daughter of French Huguenot immigrants. Theodore Gaillard Jr. has been described as a
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store owner,51 public servant, and revolutionary war participant.52 Their third child was
Theodore III who would later build the house at 60 Montagu. He was born in 1768,
probably at the Wambaw Swamp plantation of his paternal grandfather although it could
have been at South Chachan plantation of his mother’s father. (Figure 3)
The children of Hugenot immigrants routinely were sent to school in Europe and
we know that Theodore’s brother John did complete his education there and it is likely
that Theodore did as well.53
Theodore’s father left him a thriving rice plantation at the time of his death, in
May of 1805. It was here that he and his wife would live part time. A social sketch of the
area in which their plantation was located describes the seasonal use by the wealthier
residents,
Until the year 1794, the citizens of this parish, like those of every other
part of the State, lived always on their plantations throughout the year.
Some of the more wealthy had town residences to which they resorted,
partially for health, but chiefly for the convenience of education their
children.54
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Figure 3: Map of the Plantations in 1842. The South Chachan
Plantation is circled in red, the plantation of Theodore Gaillards
mothers family, the Cordes’. John Beaufain Irving, A Day on the
Cooper River (Columbia: R.L.Bryan, 1969) 4.
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Theodore Gaillard III married Martha Doughty, the daughter of William Doughty
and Rachael Porcher, in Saint Philip’s Church on November 1, 1792 and the baptism of
their first child, Martha Doughty Gaillard, took place in the same church on March 17,
1794.55 The Registers at the Gaillard’s church, Saint Philip’s, provide information about
Theodore and Martha’s children in the form of baptisms, confirmations, and burials
confirming their period of residence in the city. It is interesting that at the time of their
oldest daughter’s death in June 1812, it was recorded that the service was held at home
but burial was in the country.56 This is confirmed in the Saint Stephen’s churchyard
records which listed her buried inside the Gourdin enclosure with her great-grandfather,
Isaac Porcher.57 Also of interest in the Saint Philip’s register is the registry of a baptism
on December 28, 1815 of “Betty; Slave of Theodore Gaillard; Adult” which indicates she
was received into the church’s congregation.58
There are few other records to trace the life of Theodore Gaillard, and glimpses of
his life are available only through general histories of the areas surrounding his father and
father-in-law’s plantations as well as Charleston city directories and the above-mentioned
registers from Saint Philip’s Church. It must also be noted that many generations of
Gaillards lived within a thirty-five mile area of each other. This, as well as the repeated
use of the given name Theodore, causes confusion thus making it impossible to link some
information with certainty to the specific Theodore Gaillard who was the builder of 60
55
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Montagu. The city directories themselves list Theodore and his father irregularly with
differing suffixes i.e., Jr., Sr., and III. For clarity here I shall refer to the builder of 60
Montagu as Theodore Gaillard III. The difference during his father’s lifetime was his
father’s professional designation as a planter, while Theodore, the son, was listed as a
factor. The 1790 directory lists only his father at 88 East Bay, with his profession listed
as a planter. In 1801 he was a planter living at 81 East Bay and in 1802, 1803 and 1806
he was at 78 East Bay until he was no longer listed as he had died in May of 1805. The
1790 census records contain two “Theodore Gaillards,” and the 1800 census makes the
distinction between Theodore Gaillard and Theodore Gaillard Jr. In 1794 the father is
listed as “Gaillard, Theodore Planter. 81 East Bay” and the son as “Gaillard, Theodore
Factor 87 East Bay.” In 1796 there is only one listing for “Gaillard, Theodore Factor 43
East Bay” and in 1801 just one for “Gaillard, Theodore Planter. 81 East Bay” although
two listings for businesses on Gaillard’s Wharf are listed; Gaillard & Co. Merchants and
Gaillard & Mazyck. Factor. The 1802 directory lists Gaillard & Mazyck Factors. 93 East
Bay St., Gaillard, Theodore, Jr. Factor. 93 East Bay St., Gaillard, Theodore, Sr., Esquire.
Montagu St. and Gaillard, Theodore, Sr., Esquire. 78 East Bay St. The 1803 directory is
similar to 1802 except that the subscript error has been corrected and now lists Theodore
Gaillard’s, Jr. at Montagu St. and the address of the business Gaillard & Mazyck has
returned to the location description of 1 Gaillard’s Wharf. 1806 is the last year of the
father’s listing; he was still at 78 East Bay. The Gaillard and Mazyck address had
changed to 5 Geyer’s N. Range, and Theodore Gaillard Jr. is listed at N.W. Montagu St.
In 1807 Eleanor Gaillard was a widow listed still living in the home at 78 East Bay,
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Gaillard & Mazyck at 6 Chisolm’s N. Whf. and Theodore still at N.W. Montagu. The
1809 directory is the first which lists the plantation house of Theodore Gaillard III in St.
John’s County, the three listings for him were; Gaillard, Mazyck. Factors (Counting
House), Chisolm’s Whf., Gaillard, Theodore, Jr., Planter, St. John’s Berkley, 37 miles
and Gaillard, Theodore Factor, Montagu St. which remain the same in 1813. In 1816 the
business address remains the same but the only additional listing is for Gaillard,
Theodore, Factor 4 Lynch St.
The last two years in which listings are found for Theodore Gaillard present
conflicting information with deed records and published accounts which reflect the fact
that the house on Montagu changed hands in 1815. A Charleston News and Courier
article written by W.H.J. Thomas reported the sale of the house to Revolutionary War
hero and U.S. Senator General Jacob Read during the depression which followed the War
of 1812.59 A bankruptcy is discussed in an attempt to illustrate the generous nature of
Theodore Gaillard’s uncle (the half-brother of his father), Captain Peter Gaillard, but
which may be the only account of the true reason for the sale of 60 Montagu.
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There was a generosity that belonged to him that few possessed, and the
knowledge of which would be gratifying to his descendants. When a rapid
accumulation of funds in his factors hands took place, his nephew and
factor, Theodore Gaillard Jr., borrowed of him a large sum of money, and
mortgaged for its safety the plantation now owned by Thos. Ashby Esq.
and a number of negroes. After the bankruptcy of Mr. Gaillard, the
mortgage foreclosed, the property sold for very little to Captain Gaillard,
owing to a great blunder of one of the banks, which held a younger
mortgage. When the Captain found that half the purchase could pay him
the bone-fide debt, and leave thirty negroes, he generously made it over to
Theodore’s children.60
The city directory in 1819 and 1822 still listed Theodore Gaillard, Factor at
Montague St and 1822 including the Lynch St. address as well.61
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History of builder

Like most fine early 19th century houses in the city of Charleston the builder,
designer or architect of the house at 60 Montagu is unknown. If Theodore returned to
Europe for his formal education he might have had the opportunity to see the fashionable
architecture of the day and returned to design for himself a grand house of similar style.
The city directory for 1801, the year when Theodore would have begun the construction
of his house, lists people in numerous building trades at work in the city, including
nineteen brick layers, one brick maker, seventy-nine carpenters, one house carpenter, ten
painters, one plasterer, and four stone cutters. There were no listings for the profession of
architect.62
It had been the common assumption the century before that one of three people
would have been responsible for the construction of a house. Architectural historian, Dell
Upton categorizes them as the folk builder who built exclusively in the manner and style
of which he was trained, the master builder whose buildings were more conservative and
showed truly up-to-date design only if instructed to do so by a gentleman amateur
architect.63 This practice was common and “most colonial buildings were not designed at
all, but were simply built by local craftsmen who worked with available materials and
skills in the established English tradition. For specific details they relied upon their
architectural handbooks. But the way in which each craftsman interpreted these books
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was conditioned by his own capabilities and limitations, and by the degree of informed
experience which motivated his patron.64 Few of these relationships between patron and
master-builder or gentlemen architects, in the City of Charleston can be positively
identified as such.
Charleston author Beatrice St. Julian Ravenel, in Architects of Charleston (1945)
gives the most though account of those who could be considered architects at the time 60
Montagu was constructed. Fellow gentleman Gabriel Manigault was Charleston’s best
known of those working during the period and well versed in the style of the Adam
brothers.65 It is known that he had in his library the important architectural and building
treatises of the day, as could also have been the case with Theodore Gaillard.66 But aside
from assuming that Theodore himself was the architect of his house, his fellow Saint
Philipian Gabriel Manigault could have been responsible. He is credited with the design
of a home at Meeting and John Streets for his brother in 1803 and on the corner of
Meeting and George for his own family in 1800. Although the plan of these dwellings is
not similar to that of 60 Montagu, the elaboration of plaster interior decoration and
overall scale is.
Another possible candidate is Thomas Bennett whom Ravenel describes as a
“lumberman, contractor and designer.”67 Bennett is credited with major public buildings
such as the Bennett Rice Mill and The Orphan House, and his obituary in 1814 described
64
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him as “an architect of distinguished merit: to the beauty and symmetry of whose designs
many of the public buildings of this city bear testimony.”68 It is also interesting that his
home was built adjacent to that of Thomas Gaillard at number 64 Montagu and of similar
scale: two floors of weatherboard siding over a raised brick basement, but although more
in the form of a Charleston single house.69 These two men clearly knew one another and
if Bennett did not design the house at 60 Montagu he could have at least been an
influence on Theodore Gaillard as his house was being constructed. Thomas Bennett’s
grandson, William Jefferson Bennett, became owner of 60 Montage in 1851; one
wonders if he bought the house because he knew that his grandfather had been architect?
Also working between 1800 and 1810 were architects and builders Edward
Magrath (fl.1800-1810) and Joseph Nicholson (fl.1800-1803).70 They are known to have
drawn plans and possibly served as contractor and carpenter although the extent of their
capabilities is uncertain. This confusion is exacerbated as Ravenel describes the
interchanging of professional titles listed in city directories as well as in The City
Gazette.71
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Some historians credit Thomas Pinckney as an architect of stature at the turn of
the nineteenth century.72 Like Theodore Gaillard, Pinckney had a plantation in the Santee
area north of Charleston. In an account of his life written by his grandson in 1895,
Pinckney’s plantation home is described as “the spacious mansion, which he planned and
built with his own carpenters …very suggestive of a French chateau, with its wide
corridors, its lofty ceilings, and its peaked roof of glazed tiles.”73 A later visitor
commented on “the number and size of the windows” and his “excellent library,
comprising many recent and valuable British publications.”74 In addition to this house,
Pinckney, “built or superintended the building of, three large and costly houses, - one in
Charleston, one on the Santee, and one on Sullivans Island.”75 The description of the
location for the Sullivans Island house might also describe the setting of 60 Montagu:
“two stories high, on a elevated foundation, its capacious rooms almost all faced south,
and got the refreshing breeze which ever blows from the sea.”76
It is possible that Theodore Gaillard himself designed and supervised the
construction of 60 Montagu. His peers were conducting similar endeavors and certainly
ideas concerning current architectural designs, newly published books or even available
and quality craftsmen must have been circulated. With his wealth and social standing, it
is assumed that Gaillard, like Thomas Pinckney and Gabriel Manigault, had an extensive
and up-to-date library to refer to during the design process and had developed his
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personal taste in residential architecture. As the owner of wharfs on Charleston’s Cooper
River, importing goods for construction would not have been a problem and he certainly
had many employees at that location as well as slaves at his plantation. It is reasonable to
suggest that he, like Thomas Pinckney, could have designed the home himself and
employed and supervised his own carpenters during construction. The double house
design would be very straightforward for an accomplished carpenter, who has been
described as,
infinitely more capable than the average artisan of like rank today. He was
not only a skilled master-mechanic, competent to translate rough draughts
and sketches into carefully prepared working drawings, but he was also a
person of some architectural education and taste and endowed with a nice
perception and valuation of architectural merits and properties. He was
materially aided in his work by a number of valuable and explicit
architectural books with measured drawings of whose assistance he did
not hesitate freely to avail himself…He would be content with nothing
short of the best.77
The elaborate plaster designs might well be the work of a sophisticated craftsman
in that field, chosen by the homes owner, Theodore Gaillard. Author Harold Donaldson
Eberlein may have summed it up best when he said in his book The Architecture of
Colonial America,
Almost without exception these favored children of good breeding, to
which was joined the convenience of ample affluence, manifested an
elegant taste and an active personal interest in the building of their homes
and it is to this interest on their part that we of today are indebted for much
of what is best in the execution of American Georgian work.78
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CHAPTER FOUR: PLASTER CORNICE FABRICATION
Transition in materials

Grand eighteenth century houses in the American Colonies typically had interior
cornices of carved wood. A good example in Charleston is Drayton Hall, the country seat
for John Drayton built between 1738 and 1742, outside of the city on the Ashley River.79
The design and interior ornamentation of this house are significant and traceable to the
designs of Inigo Jones.80 Although the wainscoting and mantels are mahogany, the
cornices are mainly cypress and were always intended to be painted.81 Another example
is the Palladian-inspired house for Miles Brewton begun in the city of Charleston in
1765. It, like Drayton Hall, contains richly carved wooden cornices that reflect the
classical order and published designs.82
As these grand houses were built, the ruins of the ancient cities of Pompeii and
Herculanaeum were newly discovered.83 The classical elements being uncovered were reinterpreted by Robert Adam and others who proposed ornamentation that was lighter,
more delicate in design, with a flatter molding profile, and contained more varied motifs
than earlier classically-inspired ornament. Although fashionable in England by the later
part of the eighteenth century, the new designs did not reach America until the 1790s.
Popular manuals such as Asher Benjamin’s Country Builder’s Assistant (1797) and
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William Pain’s The Practical Builder (1774) provided Adam-inspired designs in a book
which was widely available for master craftsmen of the day.84 These designs proved to be
wildly popular and easily imitated because of their simplification from the original
Robert Adam patterns. The designs came to Charleston through books, trained craftsmen,
and from suppliers of pre-cast ornament.85 As a result, according to architectural
historian, Gene Waddell, “Nearly all Charleston houses and public buildings constructed
from c. 1790-1820 have Adamesque decoration, and some have rooms with Adamesque
shapes.”86
In fashionable Charleston houses at the turn of the nineteenth century, paneled
walls had been replaced by wood wainscoting, with the rest of the wall surface finished in
plaster. Mantle, over-mantle and cornices were now decorated in designs executed in
plaster, the molding profiles of a smaller scale and with many more variations.87 This
change from wood to plaster allowed for the lighter and more delicate classicism of
Robert Adam.
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Description of the plaster cornices

Figure 4: Parlor cornice and ceiling decoration.

The plaster cornices of the first floor parlor (room # 103) contain rich detail and
multiple elements (see figures 4, 7 and 12). They begin simply with two rows of astragal
bead. Next, a small ovolo holds a series of small leaves, with flat tops, ruffled edges
ending with a downwards turn and a soft point. Just above this sits a row of ball beading.
The frieze is constructed in twenty-four inch lengths of symmetrical scrolling foliage, or
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arabesques that combine curved lines with stylized leaves. This repeating panel is seven
and a half inches tall. In the very center of the scroll is a recessed circle containing a
rosette. The center piece between the scrolls is a candelabra form or vase-like shape of
flowers. Between the outwards curves of the scrolls are thinner versions of the flowers
and vase with more realistic flowers having three rows of curving leaves with a base of
its own small scrolls.
Above this is an astragal bead followed by a cavetto molding with a highly
embellished design of large bellflower followed by a bead and circle designed horseshoe
encircling a large leaf in its center. A protruding horizontal element between two beads
holds an oval guilloche of overlapping ribbons enclosing an oval flower. In the areas
where each ribbon overlaps, the open spaces are filled with an out arching shape which is
the same as the lower foliage element in the thinner and leafier flower part of the frieze
detail. In the areas where this element turns a corner, the design changes to a recessed
square containing a large, circular, multi-petaled flower. The next cavetto row holds a
series of the same small curved leaves with a center spine and pointed top. Above this is
an astragal bead on which a row of ball beading sits. An area of open ceiling is then
followed by the last cornice element which is a frieze of interlocking anthemion of a
alternating closed and opened design, finished on each side with a large and then smaller
astragal.
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Figure 5: Photo of the parlor chamber cornice (room 203).

The cornice of the parlor chamber (room 203) begins on the upper wall with two
rows of filet banding (see figures 5, 6 and 8). The frieze above has candelabra forms from
which thin foliage pieces curve towards each other and join at the top of the frieze. Below
the foliage branches are recessed beribboned ovals with banded edges and looping bows
with sash ends. The ovals hold multi-petaled flowers. The frieze is set into another row of
filet banding.
A cavetto holds a row of large leaves with a center spine and three distinct curved
areas on each side and at the top. The detail above is a reeded section with a square
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enclosing a circular flower at regular intervals. An astragal bead sits just below a cavetto
containing a small leaf with a flat top, ruffled edges and outward curving tip.
A flat undecorated area of ceiling is followed with a thick reeding portion which
is in the ceiling itself.

Figure 6: Photo of parlor chamber (room 203) frieze and ceiling
decoration.

Craftsmen

The plaster cornices in the parlor and the parlor chamber of the Gaillard-Bennett
House are presently being restored by plaster conservator Dave Huvesky. He believes the
cornices were all fabricated at the house during construction. Details such as leaves and
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flowers were cast in molds and applied while all moldings were run in place on the walls.
He believes that the uniform rate of decay is a clear indication of this fact and the fact
that the plaster was a weak mix, has accelerated its decay. Mr. Huvesky has seen some
elements of the frieze design in the parlor at 60 Montagu, at the Sword Gate House (32
Legare Street) 1809 and also at the house at 51 East Bay Street (The Capers Christian
Shutt House) 1800-02.88 Other elements of the design, such as the small leaves and
rosettes, were so common that they cannot be considered remarkable. The large leaves
used in both parlor and chamber are unique to 60 Montagu because they are not the more
common acanthus leaf but a simpler design, described as a Roman leaf.89 Some details
are creations out of necessity alone. For example, when a small detail was needed to fill
the space where the guilloche ribbons overlap, a small detail from the frieze in the same
parlor cornice was adapted for use. (Figure 7)
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Figure 7: Parlor cornice (room 103), copied details in red circles.

At 60 Montagu the cornices were most likely made in the house. A design
element or a complete frieze could have been used by a plasterer either as a pattern or
else actually remolded to use in a project. Composition ornament, which closely
resembled wooden carved elements of the past, was available for sale through catalogues.
These too could have been used by the plasterer as models for ornament cast in plaster.
Books were available to the craftsmen on the proper technique for running and casting
plaster cornices who were teaching apprentices. Treatises illustrating the designs of the
Adam brothers and others were in the collection of the Charleston Library Society as well
as the libraries of wealthy landowners such as Theodore Gaillard.
The most extensive research to date on the plasterers working in the Charleston
area at the time of the construction of 60 Montagu has been done by restoration
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contractor Richard Marks. He has traced stucco workers and plasterers working in the
period between 1790 and 1815 through city directories, census records and the holdings
at the Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts (MESDA).90 These craftsmen came
from Europe, many specifically found working in Scotland, Ireland and England before
immigrating to America where they found work in larger cities such as Washington and
Philadelphia before going to smaller markets such as Charleston. Richard Marks has also
traced plasterers as they moved from job to job, such as Joseph Turner who arrived in
Philadelphia in 1784 and later was recommended by Woodlands owner William
Hamilton to George Washington when the latter was constructing the addition of the
large dining room at Mount Vernon.91
Marks believes that the plasterwork at 60 Montagu is
without exception the most noteworthy surviving ornamental
plaster work in Charleston from the Federal period. The composition and
ornamentation is not only more advanced and sophisticated than any other
surviving plasterwork of is time, but it is also distinguished by the use of
unique designs and castings which are not seen in other houses in town.92
The high level of quality and design at the Gaillard-Bennett House may be the
work of a plasterer trained in England, Europe or a larger American city. Theodore
Gaillard certainly had both the wealth and opportunity to hire such a craftsman. However,
if 60 Montagu was the work of a craftsman already in Charleston, Richard Marks
believes the most likely craftsman was either the Irishmen John Fallon or John Kearney.
Both men worked in Washington D.C. before going to Charleston, Kearney was known
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to have worked first in Washington in the construction of the capitol and came to
Charleston with Robert Mills to work on a project at Saint Michael’s Church.93 No
examples of their work have been positively identified for John Fallon died less than two
years after arriving in the city, and John Kearney died the next year which may explain
why the unique design elements evident at 60 Montagu exist nowhere else in
Charleston.94 Fallon’s obituary in the September 25, 1804 edition of Charleston City
Gazette read:
Died on the twenty second instant, after seven days of the strangers
fever…in him the mechanical part of our community have lost one of its
brightest ornaments; it may with truth be said, if he has left his equal, he
has not left his superior in the line of his profession.95
Treatises, builders books, trade journals and specifications

By 1803 when the house at 60 Montagu was completed, it is generally known that
architectural treatises would have existed in the libraries of wealthy men such as
Theodore Gaillard and that smaller pocket size books were available specifically for use
by craftsmen. Helen Park’s “A List of Architectural Books Available in America before
the Revolution” included Charleston along with Boston, Newport, New York and
Philadelphia as architecturally the most important cities in America.96 She was able to
track published builder’s hand-books and manuals, architectural books on design and
pattern books. The Charleston Library Society, organized in 1748, still exists and Park
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recorded the library’s holdings for 1770.97 In a 1985 article for the American Antiquarian
Society, Janice G. Schimmelman expanded Park’s research by looking at books available
after the Revolution, not just institutional holdings but those offered through bookseller’s
advertisements as well. Her research was generally disappointing for the Charleston
market although she did add to the holdings of the Charleston Library Society two of the
most widely use books of the time: The British Carpenter written by Francis Price in
1733 and Batty Langley’s The Builder’s Jewel in 1757.
The Builder’s Jewel described measuring and proportion in addition to supplying
illustrated design details. Langley describes the “Mensuration of plaster work” as
follows:
Plastering is done by the yard square, and the dimensions are taken in feet
and inches. The principal things to be observed in taking dimensions and
measuring the same are as follows; to make deductions on the sides or
party for doors, windows, chimnies, and girders that lie below the ceilings,
to be deducted if the workmen find materials, otherways not. For
rendering between quartering, if the workman finds materials, one fifth
part must be deducted for the quarters, but if labour only, you must
measure the whole, for the workman would do it much sooner, if no
quartering had been there.98
An example of how important measurement and proportion were to plasterers is
found in the parlor chamber of 60 Montagu, where it is evident the plaster frieze was
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diagonally scored at measured intervals to accommodate the design as it wrapped around
the chimney piece. (Figure 8)

Figure 8: Parlor chamber frieze showing scoring marks.

Some books described the preparation of the plaster mix and its application; John
Haviland’s The Builders’ Assistant (1818) was one of the most thorough, informing the
readers:
in all the operations of plastering, lime forms an extensive article,
as it pervades the whole: and for its nature, properties and preparation, the
reader is referred to this subject of lime which will be treated of in the
course of this work. Next to lime, the plasterer depends much on what is
called plaster of Paris, for this alone enables him to give the required form
and finish to all the superior parts of his business. With this he makes his
ornaments and cornices…99
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His description of the process of forming cornices of either plain molding design
or more elaborate with applied ornament begins with an appeal to measure well and
consult designs before the wooden brackets on which the plaster cornice will be formed
are attached to the wall. “These preliminaries being adjusted, two workmen, provided
with a tub of putty, and a quantity of plaster of Paris, proceed to run the cornice.”100 The
complete process of running a cornice is best described in Haviland’s words:
The putty is then to be mixed with about one-third of plaster of Paris, and
brought to a semi-fluid state by the addition of clean water. One of the
workmen, with two or three trowels-full of this composition upon his
hawk, which he holds in his left hand, begins to plaster over the surface
intended for the cornice with his trowel, while his partner applies the
mould, to ascertain the parts where more or less may be wanted. When a
sufficient quantity of plaster has been laid on, the workman with the
mould, holding it steadily and firmly against both the ceiling and the wall,
moves it backwards and forwards, which removes the superfluous stuff,
and leaves an exact impression of the mould upon the plaster. This is not
indeed effected at once, but while he works the mould to and fro the other
workman takes notice of any deficiencies, and fills them up, by adding
fresh supplies of plaster. In this manner, a cornice of from ten to twelve
feet in length, may be formed in a very short time; indeed, expedition is
essentially requisite, as the plaster of Paris occasions a very great tendency
in the putty to set; and to prevent this taking place to rapidly, it is
necessary to sprinkle the composition frequently with water from a brush;
as they generally endeavor to finish all the lengths or pieces, between any
two breaks, or projections at one time, to secure the truth and correctness
of the cornice. In cornices of very large proportions, and in cases where
the orders of architecture are to be applied, three or four moulds requisite,
which are applied in the same manner, till all the parts are formed. Internal
and external mitres, and small returns, or breaks, are afterwards modeled
and filled up by hand; an operation upon which a dexterous plasterer much
piques himself.101
This passage describes the plaster work in the parlor and parlor chamber of the
Gaillard-Bennett house. The depth of the moulds and variety of indentions and channels
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required that these cornices first be run numerous times to create the bases for the applied
ornament which would be put in place next in the form of flowers, leaves and larger
pieces such as sections of frieze. Haviland speaks of these ornaments first being formed
by individual craftsmen, known as “ornament plasterers,” who created these ornaments
one at a time much like a carver of stone or wood. When Haviland’s book was published,
and certainly during the time of the construction of 60 Montagu, one ornament sample
would be crafted, a wooden frame constructed to hold it and filled with wax so that when
it had dried and the original ornament removed, a mould would be formed to allow the
casting of the same detail numerous times over. This system of casting was used for both
the smaller ornament and the larger frieze panels and its mixture consisted of
the finest and purest plaster of Paris, saturated with water; the wax
mould being oiled previously to its being poured in. When first taken from
the mould, the casts, or intaglios, are not very firm; but after they have
been suffered to dry a little, either in the open air, or in the oven, they
become hard, and are scraped and cleaned up for the workmen….the cast
ornament is laid, and secured in its place, by spreading a small quantity of
liquid plaster of Paris on its back. Friezes likewise are prepared for in the
cornice in a similar manner by leaving a projection in the running mould,
at the part where they are intended to be inserted, and they are fixed in
their places by liquid plaster.102
Occasionally publications contain interesting tidbits such as the practice of
Scottish plasterers running moulds from the left to right using their left hand to run the
mould and thus freeing up their right to add plaster in the gaps.103 English plasterers were
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known to employ the opposite technique and run the mould from right to left with the
right hand.104
By the time William Millar’s Plastering, Plain and Decorative (1897) was
published, he noted that formally large decorative cornices had to be run in sections and
with multiple moulds to achieve the finished profile as was the case certainly for those at
60 Montagu.105 Later improvements were made to the process so that multiple profiles
could be accomplished in one run and the appearance of the cornice detail remaining
virtually the same.
The current restoration of the cornices in the parlor and parlor chamber of the
Gaillard-Bennett House follows the same techniques as the original construction. The
reverse casting method, using elements from the cornice carefully stripped of many
layers of paint to reveal the original details, no longer set in wax but rubber molds that
can be re-used over and over when, for instance, hundreds of leaves are required.
Furthermore the molded elements were run on a work table and then installed in the
correct position in the cornice.
The profile of the molded cornice in 60 Montagu is noticeably thinner than earlier
Georgian cornices. This may have been a direct result of the overall simplification of
cornice design begun with the work of Robert Adam and his contemporaries. In the
Adam brothers’ book, The Works in Architecture (1778), they describe there preferences
in the preface to the plates for Sion House,
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The mouldings in the remaining structures of antient Rome are
considerably less curvilinear than those of the antient [sic] monuments of
Greece. We have always given a preface to the latter, and have even
thought it adviseable to bend them still more in many cases, particularly in
interior furnishings, where objects are near, and ought to be softened to the
eye; for circular mouldings are intended to relieve the fight from the
acuteness of the square ones, of which too frequent a repetition would be
infinitely harsh and tiresome: But in bending cimarecta, the cimaeversa or
talon, the ovolo, the cavetto, and the astragal, in the method we have
always followed, as may be seen from our designs, they blend and mingle
themselves more harmoniously with the square members, and attain more
delicacy and elegance, than such as have been commonly used.106
Sources of inspiration for cornices at 60 Montagu

The cornices at 60 Montagu take their inspiration from the published designs of
Robert Adam. What made his work different from that of his predecessors was, according
to one architectural historian, “he pruned the excesses and the robustness, flattened most
of his relief and suppressed the ambiguities in such a way as to produce a style
completely devoid of tension, an elegant and linear style.”107 Although the cornices at the
Gaillard-Bennett House are an original design, in the sense that each artist of paintings
can be distinguished from another, some of the basic design elements of the cornice can
be linked. It must also be noted that the overall design of the room is certainly not on the
scale and depth of detail that Robert Adam used in designing rooms for his wealthy
British clients. Neither the parlor nor the parlor chamber at 60 Montagu has a fully
decorated ceiling nor are there classical panels, plaques or columns decoration on the
walls although the cornices are rich in detail and variety. As Adam’s work developed, it
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became even more delicate, sophisticated and distinct from the work of his
contemporaries. It was influenced by his time spent in Italy, especially in Rome where he
collected drawings, casts of original elements and original pieces of architectural
details.108 His designs were exceptional due to the seemingly unlimited variations
including designs which were sometimes a nod to the Rococo.109 Robert Adam designed
for the wealthy of England, Scotland and Ireland but his work could be adapted for use in
less grand buildings. He held the patent for an easily produced composition ornament but
the process was so easy it was copied by others thus infringing upon his patent and then
making these designs available for more modest dwellings.110
Of other English architects who could have influenced the plaster work in
American houses such as 60 Montagu, Sir William Chambers (1723-1796) and James
Wyatt (1746-1813) are the most likely. Sir William Chambers served with Robert Adam
in the position of Architect for the Office of Works in London in the 1760’s.111 He may
have contributed to the increasing popularity of a more subtle color scheme accented in
white plaster decoration. Chambers wrote to a client, merchant Gilbert Mason, “(in)
regard to the painting of your parlors, if they are for Common use Stone Colour will last
best and is cheapest but if you mean them to be very neat pea green and white, Buff and
white, or pearl or what is called paris Gray and white is the Handsomest.”112(Figure 9)
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Figure 9: Gallery ceiling, Milton House, Northamptonshire by Sir
William Chambers. A good example of what Chambers considered
“neat pea green and white.”(John Harris and Michael Snodin. Sir
William Chambers: Architect to George III. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1996. Frontpiece)

Chambers, when he wrote in may 1757, also insisted that “an Architect from the
nature of his employment must have mat dependants among Artificers. His business is to
penetrate into the capacities of all and to employ each according to his talents.”113
Chambers here acknowledged the importance of skilled craftsmen to the architect’s final
product; his work was only as good as the men he employed. This could be said of
Theodore Gaillard as well. If he was responsible for the design and construction 60
Montagu then he clearly employed the craftsmen who were the very best at their craft.
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James Wyatt(1746-1813) like Adam, had spent time in Italy and had a feel for the
classics although after 1780 he turned more to Gothic design for which he is best known..
Wyatt was one of four brothers, all architects, who with their own team of craftsmen also
executed impressive plasterwork in English homes.114 He held the prestigious post of
court architect for London’s Office of Works after the death of his fellow architect, Sir
William Chambers.115
Wyatt’s designs were not a pure imitation of the Adam Style but relied on more
delicate details influenced by Ancient Greece instead of Rome.116 Some thought his
designs too closely followed those of Robert Adam accusing him of having, “no
principals in his own art”117 and Horace Walpole believed the complaint by the brothers
Adam in the preface to The Works in Architecture regarding imitators of their work was
directed to James Wyatt specifically.118 The preface reads,
We hope it will be thought no more than justice to ourselves, thus to
ascertain the originality of our designs, and enable the world to discover,
where they have been imitated with judgment, and where they have been
servilely copied or misapplied….An artist who feels himself an inability
of presenting to the public anything from his own store of invention, has
no title to be offended if an author is solicitous to vindicate himself to
posterity from any imputation of plagiarism.119
Wyatt’s reply while in the employ of the crown was simply, “that when he came
from Italy he found taste corrupted by the Adams, and he was obliged to comply with
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it.”120 His designs, which are less busy and more restrained than, those of his
contemporaries, include friezes of anthemion, ovals with interior rosettes and bows all
reminiscent of the parlor and parlor chamber cornices at 60 Montagu.(Figure 10)

Figure 10: James Wyatt design for the drawing room ceiling,
Castlecoole. (Harris, John. A Catalogue of British Drawings for
Architecture, plate 234

The possible influence of Adam on Thomas Hope is also interesting. His
extensive grand tour had taken him through Italy, Egypt, Turkey and Greece as well as
European cities, and his keen sense of design and love of antiquities influenced his
remodeling of a London house designed by Robert Adam in 1799.121 Hope subsequently
published, Household Furniture and Interior Decoration to showcase the house, its
furniture and design. He was most fascinated with figures both animal and human in
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form, masks and emblems and vases.122 The colors he chose were vibrant blues and
oranges set off by black and gilt work. This was not the classicism of Robert Adam or the
white plaster work of William Chambers but a simpler line of design which is apparent in
the cornice design of 60 Montagu. The upper frieze detail in the parlor is similar to the
anthemion border used by Hope on some of his furniture designs. (Figure 11 and 12)

Figure 11: Furniture design of Thomas Hope using an anthemion
border found in Hope, Household Furniture and Interior Decoration.
plate XII.2
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Figure 12: Anthemion frieze in 60 Montagu parlor (room 103).

Although preliminary study of the colors in the parlor shows them to have been
whites and pastels, paint analysis of a second parlor(room 102) in the summer of 2005
found black paint used as a background behind elements such as leaves and flowers and
also in the rectangular ceiling medallion. This would be in keeping with the design
choices of Thomas Hope and also of Adam who employed it in the design of the Earl of
Derby’s House in Grosvenor Square. Adam’s description to plate VII in Works in
Architecture reads, “The ornaments are partly of stucco, and partly in painting, in the
colouring of the Etruscans.”123
Charles Bullfinch may have been responsible for introducing the Adam style to
America having as he had opportunity to study it closely while in Europe from 1785 to
123
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1787.124 Bulfinch’s Harrison Gray Otis House in Boston has a cornice that is a useful
comparison to the cornice design of the Gaillard-Bennett House. Original pigment colors
at the Otis house were discovered during restoration to have been white lead with the
addition of a chalk extender, Prussian blue, yellow ochre and lamp black all covered with
a glaze to protect the surfaces.125
The Nathaniel Russell House in Charleston, (1808) employed Adam designs with
the inclusion of oval rooms, as did the Joseph Manigault house (1803). Their interiors
also reflected the style of Adam found in books available at the time such as Pain’s
Practical House Carpenter and Asher Benjamin’s The Country Builders Assistant. They
both are decorated with plaster ornamentation.
Color in the ornamentation of 60 Montagu

Early

plaster

work

interior

decoration

in

England

was

traditionally

monochromatic until the mid eighteenth century when color and gilding were introduced,
with the designs of Robert Adam, James Wyatt, and Sir William Chambers.126 The Adam
color scheme began with subdued colors and only in the 1760s did the elements change
from pastel tints to stronger, brighter shades.127 In his first volume of Works written with
his brother James, Robert Adam described the treatment of ceiling backgrounds, as
“coloured with various tints to take off the crudeness of the white.”128 Sketches that
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survive from Robert Adam’s hand are often in colors ranging from the pastel to the
surprisingly vibrant.129 The Lansdowne Room, now installed at the Philadelphia Museum
of Art, employed an extensive palette of colors with light green backgrounds and raised
details in darker tints with gold gilding. Other Adam designs from the same period were
more subtle with pale tinted backgrounds and the raised ornament being all white.130
Damie Stillman summed up the importance of color in the designs of Robert Adam as
follows:
It appears that Adam very early conceived of coloured grounds and white
decoration, with judicious use of gilding; that his colors while sometimes
pale were often full bodied and strong; that the colors were not limited to
the pastel tints generally thought of as ‘Adam’; that the most important
place for color in an early Adam room frequently was the ceiling, but by
the mid-1760’s his walls were equally colorful; and that he was not
content with the mere “picking out’ of details with color. There were
rooms with relatively little colour, but the total effect at which Adam was
aiming certainly relied upon colour as much as motif.131
When describing, in Works in Architecture, the colors to be used in the design at
Kenwood, Adam wrote,
The grounds of the panels and friezes are colored with light tints of pink
and green, so as to take off the glare of white, so common in every ceiling
till late. This always appeared to me so cold and unfinished, that I
ventured to introduce this variety of grounds, at once to relieve the
ornaments, remove the crudeness of the white, and create harmony
between the ceiling and the side walls, with their hangings, pictures, and
other decorations.132
Adam considered the whole space including all wall and ceiling surfaces as well
as colors and furnishings in his designs. Although he did vary them, sometimes using the
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“coloring of the Etruscans” and at other times more in keeping with his normal palette of
“grounds colored with various tints”.133(Figure 13)
How this ‘Adam’ use of color translated into the interior designs of
American homes at the turn of the 19th century would be as varied as those found in
England during Adam’s lifetime. How it was interpreted at the Gaillard-Bennett House
will be discovered through further analysis.

Figure 13: Robert Adam design and coloring for the eating parlor,
Headfort House. (Harris, Headfort House & Robert Adam, plate 24.)
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Designs in the parlor and parlor chamber of 60 Montagu

Figure 14: Parlor cornice frieze (room 103).
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Figure 15: Parlor ceiling decoration (room 103).
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Figure 16: Parlor chamber ceiling decoration (room 203).

Figure 17: Parlor chamber cornice frieze (room 203).
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Design Influences

Figure 18: Adam sketch of ceiling boarder in the lady’s room over
saloon using small leaves and an anthemion scroll. (Harris, Headfort
House & Robert Adam, plate 34)
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Figure 19: Tinted ceiling design for the saloon by Robert Adam.
(Harris, Headfort House & Robert Adam, plate 31)
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Figure 20: Decorative details in music room, Harewood House. Scroll
with rosette and center vase. (Stillman, The Decorative Work of Robert
Adam. plate 61.)
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Figure 21: Tapestry Room ceiling, Croome Court, Worchestershire,
now installed in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. (Stillman, The
Decorative Work of Robert Adam. plate 61.)
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Figure 22: James Wyatt design of the ceiling, 41 Grosvenor
Square,London. (Harris, A Catalogue of British Drawings for
Architecture, plate239.)
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Figure 23: Design for the saloon Ceiling at Penbroke House, Whitehall.
(Harris and Snodin. Sir William Chambers: Architect to George
III.plate 177.)
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CHAPTER FIVE: COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS
5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the process of analyzing the finishes of the plaster cornices
in the parlor and parlor chamber at the Gaillard-Bennett house. It includes the different
methods of analysis available which were considered most capable of delivering the
results sought. The findings are documented through a combination of historical data,
visual examination of cut loose samples, microscopic examination, and EDS/SEM
analysis. The goal in this chapter is to reconstruct the original color palette of the cornices
of the two rooms which are the subject of this thesis. Representative samples will be
described and additional supportive information for each sample will be located in the
Appendices.
5.2Methodology

5.2.1 Introduction

The compositional analysis of painted surfaces is most often undertaken to
provide a clearer picture of the original or subsequent finishes of the surfaces under
investigation. Identification of original paint colors as well as any special treatments such
as glazing or gilding can be determined. The actual numbers of paint layers can be
detected and an approximate or relative date for them reached through this type of
analysis. Compositional analysis also documents the paint sequences, especially valuable
if they are threatened with destruction. Patrick Baty, in his article for the Journal of
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Architectural Conservation, summed up best the present conditions at the GaillardBennett House, “The surface coatings may need to be removed because of a build up of
layers that obscure detail; because wholesale removal needs to be carried out before
major repair work can take place; or because poor preparation has revealed itself.”134 At
the Gaillard-Bennett House, the weak condition of the plaster cornices combined with the
desire of the present owner to have the plaster work appear in its original condition
threatened the historical record.
Using stratigraphic examination samples were analyzed in hope of shedding
further light on the Gaillard-Bennett House and its inhabitants in the year of the houses’
completion. The process began with historical research. Unfortunately no papers were
found in Theodore Gaillard archives to document the craftsmen and materials used during
the construction of 60 Montagu. Because the house is in the process of restoration, the
owner permitted sampling of the cornices, as many of the original elements would be
replaced or restored having been obscured under more than ten layers of paint. It must
also be noted that with approximately fourteen foot ceilings the samples would be
removed while on scaffolding or a twelve foot step ladder and sample areas would not be
observable at eye level.
The heights meant portable microscopes were not taken to the site and only minor
exposures and pre-testing of areas were conducted to determine intact, original areas for
sampling. In situ examination was conducted but the nature of the paint build up meant it
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was not very useful. Visual examination of the cut samples and intact details such as
leaves and flowers proved to be more informative.
Roughly 50 samples were taken on site and then transferred to and prepared in the
Architectural Conservation Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania. Samples were
embedded in Bio-plastic polyester resin135 and then cut in 3/8 inch slices on a Buehler
Isomet micro-diamond saw using Stoddard’s solvent136 as a lubricant. Polishing with
0.05 micro-abrasive powder on a Buehler Ecomet completed the process of sample
preparation before slide mount. Cross-sections were examined in 10x normal reflected
illumination with a Nikon Optiphot 2 POI microscope and “chromochronologies”
recorded and specific paint layers identified by their corresponding Munsel colors.
Pigments were extracted for further identification from selective samples using normal
and polarized light microscopy and standard micro-chemical tests. EDS mapping and
SEM tests were preformed to confirm pigment identification.
5.2.2 Site

The home at 60 Montagu was purchased in 2004 by Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Stewart who undertook a thorough renovation under the direction of architect, Glenn
Keyes, and restoration contractor, Richard Marks. This was the second time the Marks
firm had been hired to work in the house as they worked in 1989 for previous owners
Marty and Charles Atkins. At that time much original paint was stripped from the
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exterior detail and on the interior beginning in April of 1990. Analysis of the decorative
finishes on doors, wainscot, and walls was carried out at that time by George Fore &
Associates137 who discovered original graining layers on doors and paneling. The present
scope of work includes removal of all previous paint layers from woodwork; wainscots,
door surrounds, doors and plaster ceilings, walls and cornices to allow the original 1803
details to once more be visible.
5.2.3 Sampling

In removing the samples for analysis at the Gaillard-Bennett House, the intention
was to take intact samples which would include the plaster substrate and provide a clear
stratigraphy of the paint layers. In both the parlor and the parlor chamber the sample area
was located on the eastern interior mantle wall where the restoration contractor had
instructed the paint contractors to leave all paint layers in place providing an intact
document. This proved to be a good sample location with little replacement of plaster
details from the original although sampling at times was difficult due to the condition of
the plaster itself. The first sampling in these two rooms took place in August 2005, during
my internship with Richard Marks Restorations which included work at the GaillardBennett House. After preliminary examination of these samples in the Architectural
Conservation Laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania in October, 2005 additional
sampling was needed; the parlor (room 103) was sampled again on November 4, 2005
and the parlor chamber on January 27, 2006.
137
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The process for retrieving and identifying samples began with identification of the
rooms by the numbers assigned by Glenn Keyes the architect in charge of the restoration;
the parlor was 103 and the parlor chamber 203. Each sampled cornice element was
numbered individually; for instance, the large leaf detail in the parlor chamber became
number 203-8. These numbers were next recorded on a sketch of the full cornice.
Samples were removed using a micro-scalpel and often a metal tool that fit under
the cut sample to assure complete removal of the paint layers and the plaster substrate.
Some samples were removed using an electric Dremel and diamond blade attachment.
The plaster was generally in a very fragile state and removing a sample while retaining
the substrate was frequently a challenge. In some cases entire elements, such as a flower
were removed and re-cut in the laboratory to fit the sample trays. After removal the
samples were placed in small clear bags with zip-lock closures which had been premarked with the corresponding sample numbers.
In the laboratory, samples were mounted on a layer of Bio-plastic polyester resin,
with the substrate facing up. They were secured with a drop of cyano acrylate138 in the
compartments of a mini ice cube tray. A second layer of Bio-plastic was then poured to
cover each sample and allowed to dry for 48 hours.139 The samples were removed from
the tray and the unexposed ends allowed to dry under a lamp for another 24 hours. Each
embedded sample was then cut into approximately 3/8 inch slices by a Buhler Isomet
diamond blade cutter and then polished with Buhler micro-polish II powder (0.05
micron), mixed with water, on an Buhler Ecomet 6 variable speed grinder- polisher.
138
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Samples were observed under a stereomicroscope to check for a smooth appearance
without scratches.140 Polished samples were mounted on slides pre-labeled with their
sample number using a drop of cyano acrylate to secure it in place.141
Under microscopic investigation certain anomalies presented themselves. Because
of the distance between the site and the lab, further sampling was not possible and some
sample areas will remain without data. This was especially true for samples taken from
the parlor where plaster repair and reattachment had begun in late 2005.
5.2.4 Class of material

The samples were all similar in class of material. The substrate in all cases was
plaster and the layers above were applied paint and metallic leaf. It is the classification
and identification of the particular layers which most concerned this analysis, especially
the first layers which would reflect the tastes and choices of the first owner, Theodore
Gaillard.
5.3 Analytical techniques

5.3.1 Cross-section analysis

Slides with paint cross-sections were wet with a drop of Stoddard’s solvent,
before examination and then covered with a cover slip. Examination of the samples began
140
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with normal reflected light under a Nikon Optiphot 2-POL compound microscope.
Stratigraphies were recorded on printed sheets with numerous rows to allow
identification of all layers and room for further observations if required. Special symbols
were assigned to indicate;
a dirt layer covering a paint layer: /, //
a thick paint layer: +, ++, +++
a thin paint layer: - ,- -, --A spread sheet was created so the chronological layers of stratigraphy could be
more clearly compared.
5.3.2 Photography of cross-sections

Photomicrographs were taken of all stratigraphies with the Nikon Optiphot 2-POI,
using reflected light only and Nikon optical attachment. Fujifilm (35 mm 200 speed) was
used and developed at high resolution (300dpi) and scanned to a disc. The initial images
were very poor quality with major problems in lighting and focus. Photomicrographs
were re-shot using a Nikon Coolpix 5000 digital camera with much better results. The
images were shot at 50X magnification and minimal adjustments for brightness and
contrast were made with Adobe Photoshop. These images of the paint stratigraphies will
not be used for color matching. Colors will be matched using the Munsell color matching
system in blue daylight connected illumination.
5.3.3 Polarized light microscopy

Through the use of polarized light microscopy information concerning the
pigments and media of each sample stratigraphy is possible. Through enlargement,
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pigments can be identified by their shape, size and color. In the Architectural
Conservation Microscopy lab at the University of Pennsylvania a Nikon Optiphot 2-POL
with 10X magnification was used for analysis.
5.3.4 SEM/EDS

Further analyses and confirmation of findings were performed by Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). SEM allows
the study of a sample at very high magnification142 EDS, which is conducted in the same
vacuum chamber as SEM, identifies the elemental composition of the paint layer.
Through the use of these tests it was hoped that questions concerning the presence or
absence of certain pigments would be possible. All stratigraphies were analyzed by
PLM. Selected stratigraphies and pigments isolated from these stratigraphies were sent
for SEM/EDS testing for the identification of elements.
In preparation for SEM/EDS testing, cut and polished samples from each room
were selected for their clarity and fullness of stratigraphy. A diagram was produced as a
reference during testing to illustrate the different layers. To identify the elemental paint
composition in selected layers, pigments were isolated from representative samples using
a tungsten needle, isolated to an aluminum puck that had been cleaned and coated with
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SEM can be further defined best by Cassie Myers in her thesis Technical investigation of painting
medium: the analysis of three wall paintings by Constantino Brumidi in the United States Capitol: a case
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carbon tape (Figure 24). Sections were divided to receive the individual pigments. The
samples were then coated with a thin layer of graphitic carbon coating to assure
conductivity.

Figure 24: Aluminum puck with cross-section, ready to receive carbon
coating for EDS-SEM testing.

A JEOL 6400 Scanning Electron Microscope was used for testing at the
University of Pennsylvania Regional Nanotechnology Facility.143 Black and white SEM
images of all subjects of interest tested are located in the appendix.
5.4 Analysis of samples

For centuries paints have been used to enhance surfaces and provide protection as
well as decoration. Paint consists of pigments and vehicle. The pigment particles provide
143
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color in paint. The vehicle is comprised of a non-volatile film-former or binder which
serves to hold the pigments together and produce a film-forming layer. The volatile
solvent dissolves the film-former and allows the paint to thicken. There are many
different possible combinations of pigment to vehicle, resulting in film properties that
affect; the texture of the surface finish, the color, the hiding power, and reflective
qualities. All combinations of pigment and vehicle ultimately are mixtures which begin
liquid and then must function as a solid.144
The flat, polished cross-sections allowed analysis of the sequence and number of
layers as well as the identification of each layer of color. Binder identification was not
part of this analysis. Stratigraphic analysis by reflected light microscopy can reveal the
history of a finish and the individual particles and representative stratigraphies provided
by SEM/EDS can determine chemical elements of pigments. Discovery of the appearance
of the original finish layer was of foremost importance in this thesis.
All substrates for the samples are a lime and gypsum based plaster. Historically
some plaster cornices were left un-finished after the final coat; while others had only a
fine lime skim coat under the first finish coat or a darker finish coat of plaster.145 First
paint layers on the cornices from the early 19th century are often distempers, indicating
the pigment was mixed with glutinous, i.e. animal glue, medium.146 The process of
making and applying distemper paints was time sensitive;
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Distemper paints were used almost exclusively for interior plaster
surfaces, because they are water soluble. In preparation for making
distemper paints, the pigments would be thoroughly soaked in water, or a
thin glue size. These paints were prepared with various water soluble
glues, usually hide glue and isinglass-a fish glue: specifically the air
bladder of the sturgeon. This yields a very fast drying paint that could be
speedily applied. The fast drying time meant that painters had to develop
extra-ordinary technique to retain a wet edge in painting. Otherwise
unsightly marks would appear on the wall.147
Paint layers were often applied several layers per campaign and observed layers
may not always indicate a separate finish.148 Visible dirt layers and darkened top edges
on a paint layer can help to distinguish different finishes periods. More visible or thicker
dirt layers may indicate that a finish was left exposed for a longer time before repainting,
thereby accumulating airborne dirt from open windows or carbon from lighting and
fireplaces. At the Gaillard-Bennett House, it might be assumed that each subsequent
owner may have altered the finishes of the plaster cornices as they made the house more
reflective of their tastes or current fashions. A house two hundred years old would easily
have ten to fifteen finish layers.
5.4.1 Parlor (room 103)

The cross-sectional analysis of the parlor revealed a very bland series of creams to
pastels including muted pink and yellows. Stratigrapies provided ten to fifteen layers of
paint, of various thicknesses, with multiple dirt layers. On some samples a bronze black
finish was discovered on raised details such as the horseshoe oval flower and outward
147
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arching shape in the crosses of the guilloche. This was clearly a later treatment mid-way
through the paint history of the room.
For initial examination, the Leica MZ 16 microscope was used for its ease in
manipulation of numerous slides on the stage plate for comparison. A pattern quickly was
revealed for all details of the cornice in the parlor. The plaster substrate was followed by
a cream layer which showed no texture variation typical of early paints which were
mixed by hand. A cream or white would be expected to have few. This layer could not be
distinguished between being a prime or finish layer. The next layer was a pale muted pink
that contained large red and blue pigments. In three instances a thin metallic gold finish
was applied over this layer; on the small lower leaf, the bell flower between the horse
shoes and the higher small leaf. A later campaign revealed a gold decorative layer on six
raised details of the cornice.
It appears from this analysis that this was not a complex polychromatic color
scheme but a rather subtle one painted uniformly with a cream primer followed by a
muddy pink finish and with selected elements picked out in metallic leaf.
A representative stratigraphy from the parlor, sample 103-6 (Figure 25), which
was taken from the higher small leaf, was examined by conservator Catherine Myers. A
preliminary visual analysis concluded; the early layers were a lead based paint,
characteristic of whites and creams in the early nineteenth century and very dense and
thin without visible pigments. The following pink layer confirms the first layers as being
typical of the period of the houses construction, large red and blue pigments being visible
in a layer of what is clearly hand mixed paint. In this cross-section, what appears as a
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gold leaf follows, which was applied over some type of size, probably oil. The following
layers are thicker in some cases and more porous in appearance, typical of later synthetic
emulsion (latex) and alkyd modified finishes.149
The remaining layers are all various creams with a later decorative finish layer of
a metallic leaf which appears in the stratigraphy as an uneven resinous layer with
reflective gold flakes.

Later layers
3) Gold leaf
2) Pink

1) Cream

Figure 25: Stratigraphy of sample 103-6, the higher small leaf in the
parlor cornice, illustrated at 50X in reflected light.

SEM was used to observe and provide further analysis of the elemental surface
composition of the early layers of sample 103-7 taken from the higher ball beading. The
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JEOL 6400 Scanning Electron Microscope was set at a working distance of 18
millimeters, aperture of 3 and shot at optics 20 keV.
The first cream layer(1), which is locate just above the plaster substrate, found
large concentrations of lead and smaller quantities of calcium, oxygen, aluminum, barium
and iron. Some of these could be from higher layers migrating during polishing. This is
consistent with white lead paint using a chalk extender
The pink layer was tested in two locations (2, 3); the lower, lighter in color area
and the one just above which is darker probably due to exposure as a finish layer. Testing
on both layers found high levels of zinc and barium. Others were lead, sulfur, carbon and
oxygen. The presence of zinc will date this paint campaign as being applied after the
availability of zinc paint in the United States, dated by most after 1850.150
The next layer is another layer of cream colored paint which was mostly lead with
only the smallest traces of carbon and oxygen(4). The thin brown pink layer above
revealed the presence of a mix of lead, zinc and barium, with smaller quantities of
carbon, oxygen, sulfur and calcium(5).
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5
4
2,3
1

Figure 26: SEM image of sample 103-7, with tested layer labeled.

5.4.2 Parlor Chamber (Room 203)

The cross-sectional analysis of the parlor chamber was found, through visual
analysis, to be similar in original finish layers to that in the parlor (room 103). The plaster
substrate is generally a resinous layer, used as a sealer or size151 before painting.
Catherine Myers in her report for The Solitude sights a Historic Structures Report
conducted at Homewood House (1806) in Baltimore. Where, similar Adam inspired
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ornamental plasterwork survives and finishes were found to be, “typical Federal period
color schemes and finish types: baseboards were marbleized, usually in dark colors. The
walls were painted in distempers or low gloss oils in pale colors, such as pink and light
blue, and in some cases, were papered. The plaster cornices and ceilings were originally
unpainted. The first finishes appeared only after they had been soiled.”152
A representative stratigraphy from the parlor chamber, sample 203-8, which was
taken from the large leaf, was examined by Frank Matero for initial visual analysis. It
included; a size, visible on the plaster in the form of a dark yellow layer which had
saturated the first zone. A thick cream layer followed with a resinous layer covering it. A
pink layer was next with visible course particles again covered in a resinous line. A layer
of blue green was followed with a dirt layer and many later finish layers of cream, yellow
and pink.

Later layers

4) Blue/green

3) Pink
2) Cream
1) Size

Figure 27: Stratigraphy of sample 203-8, the large leaf in the parlor
chamber cornice, illustrated at 50X reflective light.
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Visual examination, of all eighteen sample stratigraphies, was conducted for the
presence of a gold layer, which had been detected during initial manipulation of the cut
sample. All samples began with a creamy prime layer followed by a muddy pink, which
contained visible red and blue pigments. This is almost exactly like the first and second
layers found in the parlor. The pink in this case was thicker and brighter. It was hoped
that the large pigments in this layer could be isolated for further investigation but this was
not successful.
Following the pink layer, which was evident on all samples of the cornice, a
decorative gold finish was found on selected details. Visual identification was confirmed
through investigation consisting of manipulation of the layer with a tungsten needle under
observation with the Leica MZ 16 microscope. With this method the metalic leaf was
confirmed only on the ball beading (203-15) and the small leaf (203-17).
The pastel color associated with the color schemes of Robert Adam and Sir
William Chambers came in what appears to be a third campaign where the dominant
green layers could be described as Chamber’s, “pea green” which now have darkened due
to the copper alloys in the metalic leaf migrating over time.
SEM was used to observe and provide further analysis of the elemental surface
composition of select layers of sample 203-17, the small leaf. The JEOL 6400 Scanning
Electron Microscope was set at a working distance of 16 millimeters, aperture of 3 and
shot at optics 20 keV.
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Figure 28: Image of cross-section 203-17, a small leaf examined by
SEM/EDS.

The first layer of interest examined by SEM/EDS was the first cream layer,
located above the plaster substrate, where lead, calcium, and barium were found in the
largest quantities. This is consistent with the basic mixture for white lead paint which
“was one of the most important pigments available to the eighteenth-century painter. It
was used as a putty, primer, base color and finishing color. Almost every painting job
called for the use of lead white in one way or another.”153 Barium could have been added
to the white lead to soften its bright white appearance, barium adds yellow coloring,
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barium sulfate is also used as a pigment mordant.154 Calcium would indicate, calcium
carbonate, used in the form of a chalk extender; lead white paint was very expensive at
the time 60 Montagu was built.
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Figure 29 Spectrum of sample 203-17, second layer, showing red lead,
barium sulfate in a zinc white base.

The second layer of stratigraphy was mistakenly skipped during the testing
process, and was later dispersed and tested separately. This layer which appears pink with
large red and blue pigments contained red lead (lead tetroxide), barium sulfate, and a zinc
white base (Figure 29). This information identifies the cream first layer as the first
campaign and the pink layer as probably the second campaign after the Bennett family
moved into the house in 1851. In Arthur Channing Downs, Jr’s article for the APT
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Bulletin he sites the first published report of the manufacture of paints with a zinc base in
America in October 1855,
Metalic zinc has never yet been profitably distilled from the ores of this
country, owing to want of skill in the operatives; but we shall soon learn
how to prosecute this art, and shall then bring our numerous rich zinc
mines into action. Already citizens of New York and New Jersey have
made a beginning, and have succeeded in the manufacture of the
innocusous white paint from the ores of the Sussex mines, and will, ere
long, render LeClair’s discovery economically valuable in the United
States, and we trust that this discovery will banish lead paralysis from the
hands of the painter, and cholic from the bowls.155
The third layer tested was that found above the first dirt layer, it revealed in the
largest quantities, zinc, barium and calcium. The presence of zinc in this layer indicates
above all else the ability to date this layer after 1850.156 Also present were barium and
calcium as found in the first layer tested.
The fourth selected area of interest was the darker upper edge of area two, which
may only indicate the finish coat, which exposed to the elements, darkened over time.
The elements detected were zinc, barium and calcium. Trace elements, such as aluminum
and silicon could be contributed to the system itself and others may have migrated during
the polishing process.
The fifth layer examined appears as a very dense and uniformly thick layer of
cream paint. The color is an exact match for the original layer. It also showed very
similar amounts of lead in the spectrum analysis. This data is located in the appendix.
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Figure 30:A-Spectrum of first cream layer, sample number 203-17
Elements found; Lead, Barium sulfate
B-Spectrum of second cream layer,
Elements found; Lead, Barium sulfate

sample

number203-17.

A spot analysis was conducted for an area between layers three and four to
confirm the presence of a metallic leaf. The spectrum showed high levels of copper and
zinc which indicates a copper alloy and leaf. Manipulation of a course sample verified the
analysis (Figure 31).
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Second gold
layer

First gold
layer

2) Pink

1) Cream

Figure 31: Exposure of course sample 203-17 showing metalic leaf
over an oil size in two campaigns. The darkening of the green layer
between is the result of the migration of the gilding over time into the
paint layer.

5.5 Color matching

The Munsell system of color notation was used to further identify and classify the
layers of the cross-sections. This system was developed by A.H.Munsell and
characterizes colors by hue, value and chroma.157 It was developed as The Munsell Atlas
of Color in 1915 and has since been improved and modified to include over 1,500
Munsell color standards on cast-coated paper.158 Hues are identified by ten major color
families found at equal distance in the larger hue circuit of one hundred.159 The value (V)
157

A. H. Munsell. Munsell Book of Color. (Baltimore, Maryland) n.d.
Ibid.
159
Ibid. The ten major color families are, red, yellow-red, yellow, green-yellow, green, blue-green, blue,
purple-blue, purple and red-purple.
158
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is indicated by how light or dark a color is in relation to a gray scale which spans a range
from absolute black(10/) to absolute white(0/).160 A middle range neutral gray would be
expressed as 5/. The chroma is indicated by the amount a hue departs from neutral gray
which has the same value. It is express from /0 to /14 or beyond for stronger colors
approaching pure chroma.161 The Munsell matte series of colors was used for matching
stratigraph layers using a blur daylight filter with quartz halogen illumination. A Munsell
notation is then written as H V/C. The Munsell information for each cross-section taken
from 60 Montage Street is located in Appendix 2.

160
161

Ibid.
Ibid.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions are based on a combination of historical and technical
documents, published studies of similar cases, and material analysis of paint samples
from the parlor and parlor chamber of the Gaillard-Bennett House. Taken into account
were similar interior cornice designs in houses of the period in America and,
interpretations of the original designs and coloration of the designs of Robert Adams and
his contemporaries.
The hypothesis was that the cornices reflect polychromatic schemes. However
this was not the case. Instead a consistent use of a cream colored lead white paint, applied
over sized plaster was found. The second layer having a zinc white base identified it as
dating to after Bennett’s purchasing the house in 1851. This layer appeared to be a hand
mixed pink to pink brown which in most samples was characterized by large pigment
particles of red and blue. Metallic leaf was applied on only a few chosen raised details in
the upper cornice area, most often on small leafs.
At the conclusion of this study it would be correct to characterize the design of
the cornices in the Gaillard-Bennett House as being representative of the Adam style.
After the revolution, Americans were quick to embrace the new styles arriving from
Europe in the form of books and also personal experience. John Penn was one such
traveler, who built his home on the banks of the Schuylkill River in 1786 and adopted
Adam design, for both the architectural style and the interiors, with ornate plaster
cornices and ceilings. The cornices are reminiscent of the drawings found in Robert
Adam first publication, Ruins of the palace of the emperor Diocletian at Spalato in
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Dalmatia. The ornamental plaster work includes friezes of goddess figures, sphinxes and
griffins, rather than the delicate swags, urns and rosettes of later Adam design found at
the Gaillard-Bennett House. However there is similarity, in the colors used on the plaster
cornices. In her analysis, Catherine Myers found the colors of the cornice molding frieze
in the stair hall at The Solitude were substrate, cream /, taupe, cream/, cream yellow,
followed by later paint campaigns.162 The stratigraphy found on the cornice of the
entrance hall is very similar to the parlor of the Gaillard-Bennett House, the main
difference being the introduction of taupe which is normally characterized as a gray
brown, but could be considered having the same tonality as the pink-brown found at 60
Montague, both being a soft, muted tint in a base white.
An early example of Adam design in America can be found in the large banquet
room at Mount Vernon, planned by George Washington in 1785. Its cornice has a
lightness of design similar to the swags and leaves of the Gaillard-Bennett cornices and
was finished in only two colors; a vibrant green background and white raised details,
reminiscent of Wedgwood coloring seen in English examples such as Robert Adams
Osterley Park. The Mount Vernon plasterer is known, thanks to papers in the Mount
Vernon Ladies Association Archives; John Rawlins served as designer and Richard
Thorpe as plaster craftsman. John Rawlins died just a few months after finishing the job
at Mount Vernon,163 in what may be a similar coincidence to the fate of the GaillardBennett House plasterer.

162

Cathereine S. Myers, “Finishes Analysis: The Solitude.”(Unpublished report for The Zoological Society
of Philadelphia and The Friends of Solitude. June 1, 1998)
163
Worth Bailey, “General Washington’s New Room.” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians X
no. 2. 16-18.
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At The Nathanial Russell House, in Charleston the design of the most elaborate
cornices which are located in the second floor parlor, can be linked directly to the
drawings published in Thomas and Batty Langley’s book Ancient Architecture.164 These
are very Gothic in design and not comparable to the designs executed at the GaillardBennett House. The colors of the plaster cornices were found to be a white “calcimine
paint…made with calcium carbonate dispersed in water with a hide glue as a binder.”165
There was also some use of a pale pink paint, on the trim in this room.166
The Lansdowne Room is an original Robert Adam design and coloration, now
installed at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Samples were analyzed, with both plaster
and wood substrates, they were found to be first finished with a white primer and then
original layers of red, blue, pink, green and yellow, with the frieze being a medium pink
background with raised features in white.167 In the Lansdowne Room, the range of
original colors were found to be white, to bold green and rose on the walls. The walls
were not sampled at the Gaillard-Bennett House so the relationship of wall color to frieze
is not known. The Lansdowne pink cornice was representative of a familiar Robert Adam
tint.
Pink was also used by Adam in the 1765 Harewood house on the cornice frieze in
the Princess Royal sitting room. The background was painted a medium pink similar to

164

Frank Welsh, “‘The Nathaniel Russell House, 1808, Charleston, SC. Comparative Microscoscopical
Finishes Analysis of the interior and exterior to determine the nature and color of the early 19th century
period architectural surface coatings” (Unpublished June, 1988) 102.
165
Welsh, 53.
166
Welsh, 8.
167
Bulletin: Philadelphia Museum of Art. “Drawing Room from the Landsdowne House” (Summer 1986,
Vol. 82)32.
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Lansdowne, with raised details of figures, urns and arabesques in a lighter pink.168 The
Spanish Library also was painted in a variation of pinks on walls, cornice and ceiling.
Patrick Baty may have discovered the precedence for Robert Adam’s fondness for pinks.
He found original pinks on the ceiling and cornice in the gallery of Temple Newsam
which was a mix of white distemper with a bit of red ochre to give the pink tint.169
These examples illustrate that Adam interiors were often finished in just one tone
of color, as has been discovered at the Gaillard-Bennett House. It could indicate that
Theodore Gaillard had in fact not seen European examples but rather read available
books and saw the elaborate designs fashionable in England only in print. His exuberant
designs executed for the cornices at 60 Montagu were allowed to make a bigger impact
on the visitors to the house as their eye would not be distracted from the design by a
varied color palette.
The findings at the Gaillard-Bennett House are not totally without precedent. The
cornice designs are exceptional and although influences by the published works of the
day, individual in their own right. The coloration which appears to be a uniform wash of
a pastel tint over the entire area was also seen at other houses and a well documented
choice of Robert Adam himself.
The man, for whom the house was built, Theodore Gaillard, has also been more
clearly defined through the research required for this thesis. His house at 60 Montagu
remains an exceptional study of architectural design, plasterwork decoration, and

168

Richard Buckle, Harewood. A New Guide-book to the Yorkshire seat of the earls of Harewood (Derby:
English Life Publications Ltd., n.d.)
169
John Cornforth, Early Georgian Interiors. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004) 122.
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coloration influenced by the works of men such as Robert Adam in early nineteenth
century America.
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APPENDIX 1-HISTORY
Family genealogy of Theodore Gaillard
Great-Great-Great Grandfather: Jochim Gaillard(7/19/1625) m. Esther Paparel
Arrived in Carolina in 1687
Simond
Bartholomew
John
Pierre
GREAT-GREAT GRANDFATHER: Bartholomew Gaillard (b.1667 or earlier, d. by
1719) m. Elizabeth --------------Frederick
Theodore
Helen or Eleanor
Alcimus
Tacitus
GRANDFATHER: Theodore Gaillard (b. by 1710, d. 1781) m. Elizabeth Serré
John
Theodore
Samuel
Elizabeth
Charles
Catherine
FATHER: Theodore Gaillard (b. 9/3/1737, d. 5/25/1805) m. Ellinor Cordes (b.
5/23/1744, d. 1808)
James
Elizabeth
Theodore
John
Samuel
Ellinor Serré
Serré
Henrietta Catherine
Bartholomew
Thomas
Peter
David
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Theodore Gaillard (1768-1824) m. Martha Doughty (b.8/18/1771, d. 3/31/1814 at 42
years, 7 months)
Martha
Ellen Cecelia
William (Septimus)
Alfred S
Augustus Theodore
Mary Tertia or Testia
Sextus Tertius or Testits
Decimus Alexander or Alexandia
Theodora Octavia
James (Doughty)
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MUNSELL MATTE SERIES OF COLORS USED FOR COLOR MATCHING OF SAMPLES.
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PARLOR (ROOM 103) SAMPLE LOCATIONS

15

6,16

7

11,12,14

8

5

13

3,4

10

9

2

1

1. SMALL LOWER LEAF
2. LOWER ASTRAGAL BEAD
3.HORSE SHOE
4. LEAF INSIDE HORSE SHOE
5.BELL FLOWER
6. HIGHER SMALL LEAF
7.BALL BEADING
8.OVAL FLOWER IN GUILLOCHE

9. FRIEZE FOLIAGE
10.ROSETTE IN FRIEZE
11.OUT ARCHING SHAPE IN GUILLOCHE
12.GUILLOUCHE
13.COVE BACKGROUND
14.GUILLOCHE BACKGROUND
15.AREA BETWEEN BEAD AND SCROLL
16.BACKGROUD OF SMALL UPPER LEAF
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60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Small lower
Sample # 103-1
Parlor
leaf

NOTES
Sample

observed

normal

light

under

conditions

using a Nikon Optiphot 2 –
POL microscope with quartz
halogen
illumination.

fiber

optic

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: plaster
1. cream +
2. pale pink
3. cream 4. gold
5. cream brown
6. pink
7. cream
8. off white
9. gold 10. cream
11. cream
12. cream +
13. cream +
14. off white
15. off white
16. white
107

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9.5/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Lower ball
Sample # 103-2
Parlor
bead

NOTES
Sample

observed

under

normal light conditions using
a Nikon Optiphot 2 – POL
microscope
halogen
illumination.

with
fiber

quartz
optic

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. pale pink /
3. cream
4. cream
5. darker cream 6. gold
7. darker cream
8. cream /
9. yellow cream
10. cream /
11. off white
12. off white
13. cream
14. cream
15.
16.
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MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
5 Y 9/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-3

Parlor

NOTES

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. dark cream
2. cream
3. brown pink
4. gold
5. cream
6. off white
7. gold
8. cream
9. off white
10. off white
11. white
12. white
13.
14.
15.
16.

Sample

observed

normal

light

under

conditions

using a Nikon Optiphot 2 –
POL

microscope

with

quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.
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Horse shoe

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9.5/
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-4
Parlor
Large leaf

NOTES
Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. off white
3. brown/pink
4. cream
5. gray cream + + /
6. cream + + + /
7. off white
8. off white
9. off white
10. white
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

110

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
N 9.5/
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
N 9.5/
N 9.5/
N 9.5/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-5

NOTES
Sample observed under
normal light conditions
using a Nikon Optiphot 2
– POL microscope with
quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

Parlor

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. cream
3. brown pink
4. cream
5. brown pink
6. gold
7. brown pink
8. cream
9. gray cream
10. gold
11. cream /
12. cream /
13. cream /
14. off white
15. off white
16. off white
111

Bellflower

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/5/
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9.5/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-6

NOTES
Sample

observed

under

normal light conditions using
a Nikon Optiphot 2 – POL
microscope
halogen
illumination.

with
fiber

quartz
optic

Parlor

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. off white
3. cream
4. pink
5. size/gold
6. cream
7. pink
8. black/gold
9. cream
10. cream
11. gold
12. cream
13. cream
14. cream
15. cream
16. white
112

Small leaf

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Higher ball
Sample # 103-7
Parlor
bead

NOTES
Sample

observed

under

normal light conditions using
a Nikon Optiphot 2 – POL
microscope
halogen
illumination.

with
fiber

quartz
optic

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream+ +
2. pink with lg, pigments
3. cream
4. beige
5. cream
6. cream /
7. off white /
8. gray white /
9. cream off white
10. white
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9/1
10 YR 9.5/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-8
Parlor
Oval Flower

NOTES
Sample

observed

normal

light

under

conditions

using a Nikon Optiphot 2 –
POL

microscope

with

quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. cream /
3. beige
4. pink
5. black/ gold
6. beige
7. cream + + /
8. off white
9. gray white
10. white+
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
5 YR 9/1
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9/1
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-9

Parlor

Leaf/frieze

No available information, bad sample.

NOTES
Sample

observed

normal

light

under

conditions

using a Nikon Optiphot 2 –
POL

microscope

with

quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-10
Parlor
Rosette in frieze

No available information, bad sample.

NOTES
Sample

observed

normal

light

under

conditions

using a Nikon Optiphot 2 –
POL

microscope

with

quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-11

Parlor

NOTES

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. cream
3. beige
4. brown pink
5. black/ gold
6. beige
7. cream
8. cream
9. cream
10. tan/gold
11. cream + /
12. grey white
13. white
14. white
15. grey white
16. white

Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.
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Guilloche leaf

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
5 YR 7/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/1
N 9.25/
N 9.25/
10 YR 9/1
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-12

Parlor

NOTES

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. cream
3. cream
4. beige/pink
5. cream
6. beige/black flakes
7. gray white
8. tan/gold 9. cream /
10. cream + +
11. cream
12. white
13. grey white
14.
15.
16.

Sample

observed

under

normal light conditions using
a Nikon Optiphot 2 – POL
microscope
halogen
illumination.

with
fiber

quartz
optic
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Guilloche

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/1
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
10 YR 9/1

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-13

Parlor

NOTES

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. white / resin
2. cream
3. beige pink
4. beige pink +
5. cream /
6. dark cream + /
7. cream
8. cream + +
9. white
10. cream
11. white
12. white
13. blue
14.
15.
16.

Sample

observed

under

normal light conditions using
a Nikon Optiphot 2 – POL
microscope
halogen

with
fiber

illumination.
This sample had little if
any substrate.

quartz
optic
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Cove background

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
N 9.25/
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Guilloche
Sample # 103-14
Parlor
background

NOTES
Sample

observed

normal

light

under

conditions

using a Nikon Optiphot 2
– POL microscope with
quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.
No substrate.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream +
2. beige pink 3. cream
4. beige pink 5. cream +
6. tan 7. cream +
8. cream +
9. white
10. white
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
120

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 103-15
Parlor
Ceiling area

No available information for this sample

NOTES
Sample

observed

normal

light

under

conditions

using a Nikon Optiphot 2 –
POL

microscope

with

quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

121

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Background/small
Sample # 103-16
Parlor
leaf

NOTES
Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. cream /
3. beige pink
4. darker beige pink /
5. cream
6. darker beige pink
7. cream
8. cream
9. cream
10. cream
11. cream
12. cream
13. off white
14. off white
15. white
16.

122

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
7 YR 7/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 7/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9.5/
10 YR 9.5/
N 9.25/

PARLOR CHAMBER (ROOM 203) SAMPLE LOCATIONS
14,15,16,18

17
12,13

10,
11

8,9

4,5,6
,

3

1,2
1.BEAD ROW ONE
2.BEAD ROW TWO
3.FLOWER
4.FOLIAGE IN FRIEZE
5.FRIEZE BACKGROUND
6.BEAD ABOVE FRIEZE
7.BACKGROUND OF COVE
8.LARGE LEAF
9.TOP EDGE OF COVE

10.OUTSIDE EDGE OF CEILING BEAD
11.INSIDE EDGE OF CEILING BEAD
12.INSIDE SQUARE
13.LARGE FLOWER
14.SIDE OF BEAD
15.BEAD
16.COVE
17.SMALL LEAF
18.TOP BEAD
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60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-1a

Parlor chamber

NOTES

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY

Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream
2. pink /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. darker cream
7. blue green 8. cream + +
9. white
10. yellow
11. white
12. pink
13. white
14. white
15.
16.
124

Lower
bead,
row one

MUNSELL
NUMBER

n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
2.5 BG 9/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
10 R 9/2
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Lower
Sample # 203-2
Parlor chamber
bead,
row two

NOTES
Sample

observed

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
under

normal light conditions using
a Nikon Optiphot 2 – POL
microscope
halogen
illumination.

with
fiber

quartz
optic

Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream
2. pink /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green - /
5. cream
6. darker cream
7. cream
8. cream
9. yellow
10. white
11. white
12. white
13.
14.
15.
16.

125

MUNSELL
NUMBER

n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203Parlor chamber
Flower
3

NOTES
Sample

observed

under normal light
conditions

using

a

Nikon Optiphot 2 –
POL microscope with
quartz halogen fiber
optic illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate:
1. resin/ cream +
2. pink /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. darker cream
7. cream +
8. cream
9. yellow
10. white
11. white
12. white
13.
14.
15.
16.

126

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203Parlor chamber
Frieze raised detail
4a

NOTES
Sample observed under
normal light conditions
using a Nikon Optiphot
2 – POL microscope
with

quartz

halogen

fiber optic illumination.
This sample does not
have
early paint campaigns.
This could indicate a
replaced
plaster
element.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate:
1. cream
2. white
3. yellow + + +
4. white
5. pink
6. white
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
10 R 9/2
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-5a
Parlor chamber
Frieze background

NOTES
Sample observed under
normal light conditions
using a Nikon Optiphot 2
– POL microscope with
quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream
2. pink /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. darker cream
7. cream + +
8. white
9. yellow
10. white
11. white
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

128

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Bead above
Sample # 203-6a
Parlor chamber
frieze

NOTES
Sample

observed

normal

light

under

conditions

using a Nikon Optiphot 2 –
POL

microscope

with

quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream
2. pink /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. white
7. darker cream /
8. off white

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
10 YR 8/2
N 9.5/

9. white

N 9.25/

10. yellow

5Y 9/4

11. white

N 9.25/

12. white

N 9.25/

13. white

N 9.25/

14.
15.
16.
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60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-7

NOTES
Sample

observed

under

normal light conditions using
a Nikon Optiphot 2 – POL
microscope
halogen
illumination.

with
fiber

quartz
optic

Parlor chamber

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. pink /
3. blue green /
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. darker cream /
7. cream + +
8. white
9. yellow
10. white
11. white
12.
13.
14.
15.
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Cove
background

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-8a

NOTES

Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

Parlor chamber

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream +
2. pink /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. darker cream
7. cream
8. white
9. yellow
10. white
11. white
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Large
leaf

MUNSELL
NUMBER

n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-9

NOTES

Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

Parlor chamber

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream
2. pink + /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. cream /
7. off white
8. white
9. yellow
10. white
11. pink
12. white
13. white
14.
15.

132

Top
edge
of
cove

MUNSELL
NUMBER

n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.5/
N 9.25/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
10 R 9/2
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Ceiling bead
Sample # 203-10a
Parlor chamber
edge

NOTES

Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate:
1. resin/ cream /
2. pink /
3. blue green /
4. darker blue green - /
5. cream
6. darker cream /
7. cream
8. white
9. yellow /
10. white
11. gray white
12. pink
13. white
14. white
15.
16.
133

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
10 YR 9/1
10 R 9/2
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Ceiling bead,
Sample # 203-11
Parlor chamber
inside edge

NOTES
Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream
2. pink /
3. blue green /
4. cream
5. darker cream /
6. pink cream
7. cream
8. yellow
9. gray white
10. pink
11. white
12. white
13.
14.
15.
16.
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MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
5 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
5Y 9/4
10 YR 9/1
10 R 9/2
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-12a
Parlor chamber
Inside square

NOTES
Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate:
1. resin/ cream /
2. pink /
3. blue green +
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. darker cream /
7. off white
8. pink cream
9. off white
10. off white
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
N 9.25/
5 YR 9/1
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-13
Parlor chamber
Large flower

NOTES
Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream /
2. pink /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green /
5. cream +
6. darker cream /
7. gray white
8. yellow +
9. white
10. white
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
10 YR 9/1
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-14a

Parlor chamber

Side of bead

NOTES

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/cream
2. pink /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. darker cream /
7. pink cream
8. cream
9. yellow
10. white/ resin
11. white
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
5 YR 9/1
10 YR 9/2
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.
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60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-15

Parlor chamber

Side of bead

NOTES

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. cream
2. pink /
3. gold
4. blue green
5. darker blue green - /
6. cream /
7. cream /
8. white
9. loss of layers
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1

Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.
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2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-16

Parlor Chamber

Bead

NOTES

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/cream
2. pink + /
3. blue green /
4. darker blue green - 5. cream
6. darker cream
7. off white
8. off white
9. yellow +
10. white
11. white
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

MUNSELL NUMBER
n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
N 9.5/
N 9.5/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.
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60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-17
Parlor chamber
Small leaf

NOTES
Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY
Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream
2. pink /
3. gold 4. blue green
5. darker blue green - /
6. gold
7. cream
8. cream /
9. off white
10. off white
11. yellow + +
12. white
13. white
14.
15.
16.

140

MUNSELL
NUMBER

n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 9/2
N 9.5/
N 9.5/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

60 MONTAGU STREET – CHARLESTON, SC
Sampled & Analyzed by Frances H. Ford
Sample # 203-18

Parlor Chamber

NOTES

CHROMOCHRONOLOGY

Sample observed under normal
light conditions using a Nikon
Optiphot 2 – POL microscope
with quartz halogen fiber optic
illumination.

Substrate: Plaster
1. resin/ cream /
2. pink /
3. blue green
4. darker blue green /
5. cream
6. darker cream / /
7. off white /
8. off white
9. off white
10. yellow
11. white
12. gray
13. white
14. white
15.
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Small leaf

MUNSELL
NUMBER

n/a
10 YR 9/2
5 YR 9/1
2.5 BG 9/2
10 G 7/4
10 YR 9/2
10 YR 8/2
N 9.5/
N 9.5/
N 9.5/
5Y 9/4
N 9.25/
10 YR 9/1
N 9.25/
N 9.25/

APPENDIX 3-SEM/EDS TESTING RESULT REPORT SHEETS ROOM 103

Sample: Sample 103-7
Type: cross-section
ID: First layer, cream
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Sample: Sample 103-7
Type:cross-section
ID: Second layer, pink.
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Sample: Sample 103-7
Type: cross-section
ID: Upper layer of pink.
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Sample: Sample 103-7
Type: Cross-section
ID: Second cream layer.
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4/19/2006 3:06:12 PM

Sample: Sample 103-7
Type: Cross-section
ID: Brown layer
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4/19/2006 3:04:06 PM

SEM/EDS TESTING RESULT REPORT SHEETS ROOM 203
4/12/2006 1:06:23 PM

Sample: Sample 203-17
Type: Cross-section
ID: First cream layer.
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Sample: Sample 203-17
Type: Cross-section
ID: First blue green layer
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4/12/2006 1:09:31 PM

Sample: Sample 203-17
Type: Cross-section
ID: Second layer of green
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4/12/2006 1:10:15 PM

Sample: Sample 203-17
Type: Cross-section
ID: Second layer of cream.
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Sample: Sample 203-17
Type: Cross-section
ID: Decorative layer above the greens.
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